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oxygen levels on the survivorship of the shrimp. The species 
is s:-usceptible to low o·xygen tensions, with the female 
shrimp and especially the egg-carrying ones b~ing more 
sensitive ~han . the males. At normal levels of dissolved 
' 
, • . ~ . 
. ·/.oxygen in seawater (10-li_.mg/liter') , males demonstra-ted 100% 
/ survival. at ·.saliJ)ity ranges. of 19-36 %0 and temperature ranges 
o~ ).0-14°C; femal~s demonstrated.~ 100·% surviv.al _at ·the··. same : 
~~~~erature ra~g~.s but sl'ightly bigger range . o·f -~ty· 
lB.-39 %0· • · ·-.-Mol::tal_ity ·was always o}?se~ved when low oxygen con-
·., . 
, cenb~ations .:C2-:3 n~:g/lite~re._ co~ineq · wi~h ran~es of · 
· : _te~perature .5-24° a~~- salin.i:t-y s-·45 'Yoo. · The s~linity-tempera·~ 
tu~e tolerance of the shrimp .under low oxygen condit~ons 
as compared to normal oxygen conditions was ·shifted towards 
lower temperatu-res an~ higher saliniti,es. 
. 
E. · Mi grations 
. . . :: .: -.The sanc:l shrimp undergo vertical' migra~ion · 
(Welsh·> \970) and · onshore :- offshore seasonal mi:gration 
· (Haefner 19~9·a, 196~b, 1972). The, ons et of darkpess., $tiinu-
lates vertical rnig~ation w.i th a significantly incl{a~~d 
swimming activity. Welsh (197.0)' demonstrated that, although 
th~ presence of prey Neomysis americana and Artemi a salina 
is largei y responsible · for ~roipnging their activity and 
. . . ' 
' 
dete.rmi~ing ·the ~i·stribution of 'th~ shrimp i~ darkness, ' 
Crangon is l ,i ttle affected by their presence ·during daylight • . 
. . . 
Older. (larger) shri mr;> undergo seasonal migration , 
to deeper, waters in -the f all and to· shallower waters in the 
. . 
spring, probably i n. -respqnse to prevailing water temperatures 
,. 






and the interaction of temperature, salinity and oxyg~n 
levels. "Thus, in the fall when temperature of the shallow 
0 . 
waters of the estuary drops below 5-7 c and mortality becomes 
signific~nt, the movement into deeper and more saline region~ 
has survival ·value.; providing that other conditions for·· life 
.are satisfactory. Migrati'on towards t~e shore of 'the shallow 
anci warmer, iastuarine waters of 10.:.14°C in the spring. ar~ ,· · 
initiated l:>.e~ause .these ·.waters are . .petter s~ited -: ~c) . the · ·. 
. - . 
: shrimp's net?ds than ,qeeper, coolerj ·waters." (Hae~n.er l969a, 
. . ' • . . ' .. 
1969b, 'I970,· 1971, . 1972, l976). 
F. 'Predation -
' . Wilcox (1972) · reports that predation is probably 
the dominant factor limiting .the abundance of th.e speci~s. 
Adult;. shrimp are pr~minent in°the .diets of numerous carhi- ·. 
4 
vores s.uch .as 
.. 
we·££ish , · ska.tes; and stripped bass · (Pri~e 
1962; ·creaser Th_e larvae are · very suscep:tible to 
. ' . 
' \. \ . 
adults and heavy predation from ctenophores~;~\. 
. . . . / I 
canniba1ism from 
· G. ~rowth 
Reg~ault · (1970) observed the growth of c. s.eP. t~ni- ' 
- ' /~' 
spinosa ·at a constan:t · te~pe~ature of 20°C i.~ 't;he lal{c)~ato~y 
. i 
from metamorphosis to .sexual matufity. He ·estimated . the 
gr'owth r~te · from ·.size increments · ~nd 11:\0Ult frequenci.es r 
. . 
using the classic Hiatt growth diag:t~,' and . m51de _·the follow~ng · 
' ' 
obs,ervation: .:. 
1) The salinity h~s no ~ ~ppr~Ciabl~ . ef~ect 9D · the gr~~- rate 
€Xcept _ip mass c~~ture. 
' . 
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2) The composition of the diet has only a slight influence 
on the growth rate if Artemia are included. In contrast, 
the final size and t .he moult f~equency are determined by 
the quantity of available food. However, even in a semi-
starvation condition; ' the slopes of the grqwth rates are 
" 
constant-. . ·, . ·. 
3) · Growth ~~- mass· cult.ure _is . sl~wer· tha~ tJ'le. grow:~h _in isolat.ioi\~ 
. ·. 
4-). The· d.ev~lopmedlt . of. the ·. ext~~n.ai . s~xua·1·. characterist-ic· and. · 
. . . . . . . .. . . ~· . .. .. . . . . ·• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
sexual, . ma't:~r . i,.t:t .ate dete~ined- more by 'the. si.ze. than ·.the 
. . . . ~ -. . . '. ' .. . ' . ·' ~ . 
. . 
age. of: the . shrimp. - -~ . :· ... 
. , 
. · P-r'ic~ (P~62)',. usin.g ' length--:"freq·~e~~y dj.stributi6ns 
. . : . . . . 
of sh~imp f~om field populati~n~ ,' ·estimated the growth :rate 
o_f C. sept.errispinosa to· be . 0. 4 rnin/wee)~-~nci · {ree · from seasonal 
variation.· 
Wilcox and Skff.ri:es (1973) ·showed that the growth · 
. . . 
of t~e sand s~r_imp is a function of wate:f temperatur.e and ~ 
. -
initial size. A~c?rding to . the~1 gro~th is greatest during . 
the s.ummer. and, conversely, , lo~~st' _in cooler. waters. An 
. . ; . . . . \ . . . 
inverse relationship· 'betwe~n· growth: rate: and .size was sh<:)wn, . . 
. ' .,. . . ·. . 
i.e. _ ia~ger · s~r~ml' _ ~av~ _:a· ~ow~r g~owt~h _rate . than 's~al_~ei:~ 
· Their . growth equations describe a family ' lines· ·since· 
.. smaller sl}ri~p 'of both . sex~~- ·grow ~aste - than · larger' ones ' 
. / . 
at the same ternperatur~. 
~- · Female (!;r>a~gon . era~g_on ha:e/~·_._g~e;ate~_ grc?wth ·rate 
(Meixner ·. i96B ~ 1969) : fema::J,e C:t'~ng,o_n. fsp~ :att~~n larger · 'sizes· . . · 
·· ··septemepi_nosa have _greater life. expectancy thar{ maies (:Price 
"\ . . ' . ·. - . . , . : ... ·. . . ·: . ' .. . : ",•, 
1962). . . 
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12 
According to Wilcox (1972) and Wilcox and .Jeffri~s 
('1973) 20-30 rnm shrimp moult'ed twice a month ·at 20°C and · · 
~ . . 
,. 
grew 3-5 rnrn over two intermoult periods in - the laboratory. 
This rate.- agreed with their field data, put was several times 
. grea:te:r thim ·Price observed • 
·. · . . .Meixner (i96a> mad~~ the ·: f61idwirig .. observ~.tions . 
regar'di~g- 9.~o~t~ - - a~d'lritoul t~·hg: :· 6{ Cran·~::~n ~~a·ng~n r:~a~~d in ·· ~ 
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.. · ·. . .. ••,, th~ i'~?r.at~~;r .: ~-· . ·. : ,-. ·  ·. . . .. . . .. . . ·: ·' 
1) . ~ro~h··.- t~te~· app~~~ed. to ·b;. :-dire~ti~-.·r~ia~~d · t~ · ihe ._' ·/!' 
., 
quah·~-~ty 9.f . -. f~-~d .'a ·vai:labie' and·, t6 w~ter- . temperature t 
:While ·growth. ·~a~es . . were · inve.r .sei.y ·X:~~a~ep ' to :body·· .siz·e. 
2) Regener~titn of · amputa~~d limbs. retarded growth,. :. . •. 
3) Adu1t · females grew less _per moult than males but mouited ·. 
more often. 
-4) A maximum increa·se in· length .per· mou1t.- _was·' ·6. 5 ~ fo.r ... 
. . .. · . i . .. 
f~nfales . in · ·the 30-4 o nun . si·ie range .• 
. . " 
5) . .The. int~rvar be.tween two ·s·ucce.s si ve rnQul t.s wa~ . directly 
,tnfluen·c.~ci by the _quantity 
. " ' . ... . 
of food. an4 · the water t~mp·e~a- ··· 
6) 
ture iind ·· inv~se·ly ·related to body. :·size. · · • . 
. There 'were. three . distiru::t phases of grow·th . ih· a·· moult-ing . 
peri~d: : 
. ~ . 
0 '· 
. ·b)_ ~ : .co'ntinu~us thdugh. ·~e1at'i ve~y . s~ra.il gro_wth .:(le~s: . 
~hari 1 ~-- .. ;~ :{3 ·:da.ys.· -.o£ .. t~e -~~t:ei:inoul~ .per.io'd; :;· : 
··"' . . , .. · ·: . . ' ' . · ' .. ,· . . .. : . . . 
·c) ·a -rapid g~o~t·h ,upon -~~ulti~g. 
' ' .. ' ·. , . 
. , 
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Individual Crangon have .,diverse feeding · habits .. 
· Croango~ vu ~garis . w~re j -qdged by Lloyd a.nd Yonge . . (19·4 7) . as·. 
I . . 
an o~i-vore ~·.fte:r: .a~gae, po~ychaetes, - ~C1:s:tropods, · bi~al'\(esL 
amphip.ods, .fish ·eggs :and farvae · were fotind in their· stoma'chs. 
. ' . . ' , .· . . . . . . . ·. . . . . ~ 
. . . . 
. How~v~:~; ~ - they _ suggest~d ·· that · the .. c.omm6n · ·sh;rim!F~refer. a~im.:u : · 
.. ·. . · .t~~~d~ .. · .;~;_ie~s · (~-~-:~~)· , .·;~~ie~,i~~ -. ;th~· :;·i:~~t·e~~bi~~- ~~ - c:· .·-·.0_u;;~raie·; :· .. :_:·· .. -. 
·.·· . . :.,:· .·;· ._j~d~~d · ..·~~,\.a ·· ~~-- o~i~b~o~s-~ . ~-~·ti · .~fi~~~l·_~iss~es w~~~ .. ---~~e<·m~~~.: · _.~:.··; · .. _. _· .:· ' · 
··· ~ ·, .,.., . .. ... . ·.: .. _ · .. : ! · j:.:l,. ' . ' .... . .-·.~ . . .. ·,-.-. ': .= ,. -~. '· .. · ·.·. : .~ : · ·: ; •, ~ . :' .· ~ ·. : , t ·.:. ·· ;_ .:., . ·.~ · ( -· ~ •• ·:. · 
.. :· .. ·. · ...... : f.C)od · ~.i,teins~ .; : c,rarigon>qtz-11Janf.. -~~s_ ~la_ssi-f_i~<f - l::W. Allfm· (1960~ .. :. · · · · ·'; 
' • • ,' : ' ' ' •' , · I ' •' • o ' ·, • • ·· . ,' " ' ,, f ' • '" ,' ' , • ',. ' •' : ' ; ' .' • •' • ' ', ~:,-: 
... 
'I 
. ·.as a 'carnivore/' btit he . n'oted : tha't . sand -and .' mud. 'were. always : •, . . 
. . . . : ' .. ~. -:. '. ~ .... ·. . .. . . . . ' ' ~ ' 
found ·i·~-- the <iige.stive ::tr.act:.· .· ci>:~rJ.g~n - ~ffinis was classi.fied . {: ... 
b~~o-saka (l970): as ~- car~ivo~e -~ althoug'h . sand ~nd"'m'lld were . 
always present wit:h . the food. · 
• • • • • r, 
: -. ' . - . 
criango.7:z·'.s_epte.mspin·osa- was cl·~ssi~ied _ ·l)y· Pri'ce ( 1962) · . · 
. . 
as a secondary ~onsumer, i.e. one .trophic levei w~i petween 
. . . . ·. ~ ·. . . . . . : ·. . . .. . . ' 
it and prima~'Y ·pz;-oduc~rs. A '(ar.i,e:ty ~f .pla_l)ktonic and·_. · 
. . ' .: ... . . . . . 
bentiric. "h~vert~brate·s, ··cr.~Ei.ta6.ea Q~ing ·' tli~ pred~n\i.n.~nt .. it~m, · "~ ~-_. , ::.": 
. . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . ' . .' . . ,·. ·. . . . . . . . . : . . ·: ·. . . . _::.: . . " ' . .. '"- . 
·where fOUnd in . the 9:astric nl~llS 1 -~hi¢h generally .We:ce ~ Sirni:1ar ·: ' 
' . 
'to thos~· 'liste~ .fc~· c . .. vulgaro~is· and··c. a~l.mcm-i. I Price -: 
·.su~g;'sted t.~at th!> • .and shrim~ m:y d~#~~ ~~.riefit S~Go.:~ar1y ·. ·•. ····•· · 
.. from detri ~~s ~rni, (~.e~ , f~om sal't IU?'r$hes; by c~m·swnf_ng· · f~.:-tef: . · . ·· · .. . 
. ' fe'ede_:r;s (mys-~P,s .B:nd sinall:-: b~l ves) whic~ i w~r·~ .. f~edinq _ .. o.n· . . :. . . . 
. decayi~g- de~~it.us a:·ndA.~ · ~ssociateci. ba~-~~ri~-: . . H~ - ·<ilso . ! ·> -~-.. · ·. ~- . -: ·. 
• • . ·• ·, .~ .... •· ' • • - •• • • . . • • ~ . ' ' • • • t ~ • ... • ' 
·.· s~ggested,_ t'~-~ . s~:~·ve~gi~g· _ ~r~hably: ~~ntr~bu~e·s_. :t? the. high -. · · . . r .· ' . 
. inc'id,eiice o!f; orga~ip debris iri the stomachs o~ · .. q.· :septem_: ~ -. ' }'·. ~. · .. .. ·": ·.-.· .. :;, 
· ... .-. .. 
. ' : . '• '· . 
· ... . · .· : · 
I • ,. 
''· .. ' ' .· .. ·.· ' ll • • • - • • •. -::---. ~. • • • •• 
Wilcox (i972) : showed· ~h_at the· sa~d shrimp is.:· ~n .·-' _--~ 
, . . 
· ; 
·.: ' ... ' 
. . . ~ · ' .. ~ .. 
. ,. ~ . : .. ~: : . ' _. 
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unspeciali.'zed feeder. · In l,aporatory experime;nts he. demon.:.. 
: -
str.ated -~_at c. sep-tem~pinQs~·· wi11 ingest --a ··variety .oi·. · 
. ~ . . . .. . . . •, .. . ' . . :~ 
. ~ . 
.. 
are · abXe t~ _:-derive · n~tr-~ don 
from all the :foo'd? .. ingested, · - ~ltho·ugh ·. ~·orne . foods were. more<·· 
~~ tri t'io~~: :~h·a~ :· ·~th~~~ -~ _·. ~ ~oJ~:ve.r··: li'~: ::~e{t_ -.·~~-~ ·_~:~~ : ~-~ti·a~itiur · · - ~ . .' :.: -· 
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•,, • _. ., . . ;'. I · ·,,' : ':· := · ... .. ... : .. :I' . , _ ..... · .. .. :· ·, :: ._·':.· .,.·. ·.,::·. ~· ·,·,;;f:· : .. •,' ·· . ' ·.,;.·:· ....... · ·_, ··,._.··. ~~·~.· ·. ···.· .: .:.-•. ·: ..... • ' .·-.. :i,', 
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o_f A;.~~a~iq: .and. ~rtem.i·d - ~a~~J-i~· -~ ' aigae .. :(M~~-~.-~~ry8~~- .. ::. :')- .. :-·. ·.. . ~ ·• :-:-.· . .. 
; a~d cy Cio te l!i>J • , He fouOd .S~milar gr~th and O;ui:;i~~~ . ' .. . ··.·••· : ; ·~ 
and ~U<jg~s~ed th~ im~ortaj~ :i:.;l~ ·.Of 91YCtisJ.deS f!hd p~O~eins ~ ·. •' : •. 1 
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.III.. MATE~IALS· AND METHODS. 
• i • • 
. Col. . lecti'ng are'a 
- ·.1 . • 
. . . .. . . . : ' ~he ·· ~hrini.p . £dr both field' oh;;ei'vati.on~ ~nd la}=!~:ra• .; 
' ., • r • : ·J. 
tory :· w.ox:k' ·wer.e: colle:cted from the head_: o(the ·west · .:pa~~. ?f .. :• . 
... ·~~~~  ' .i~~n~.'·-.'~ ~~~.¥~~n-~l~.:~~L (Figu~~ . -~- ) _.· ~- ,.:·." ~- .. · ·.· ;.· _·: ~ / ~ -· :... . . ·. .:. ~ . 
A. 
' :~ . 
. . . 
. • • ' •' ' • : ' • . .. • " : • , ' I . • • : ' • - • \ ' • ·~ . ;.' '• • , / " ' : • • c ~ • ' • : : •', ,; ''. .:;,· ' 
: · : . • -:· •• ·•· • .-., · · .. - : ~ r . • • •.• · The ·: area.waS .partly desqrlbed· ·by Chrlst~e .' (1967.). ·. ~ .. .. . . :' -. ~: ~ 
' :~ •. ·.· · • . •. ': .• ~. ,·' . ·.. . A s'"~h::: ~ Ve~ '.· e~p~ie~ F~~ 't:h; '?~~~;)wh"dh +.! :dja,c~n~ ,:o lO~e j; ····,·,: .•. : ... · ; ~ ,· 
; i . '· '· . . ,.:· .. :., .. _. · . · ~e~. ·, '!.he , .bo~.t~n't' i~ : .. C::_har~ct~_r.~z7~ : ~~y : s~n,~·~: a.~~ .:~~~.-~n-_ wl}lc~ . · · .. ' ·.·. . .. . . L 
:-'! · ... :· ,·< ·:·· .. :·:  ·~:· .· · _;.aJ;e ' becl~~f .. blu.~ .. :nius~~lis .{My~ti~u·s · .~ed~-ii·e) ,-~ .~,~nd :Pa.t~h.-~·~ ·, .'·~·£ :·· .. ·.-.,· · .. · .. _ ·. ·.,·>.: .. ·: !· · ~
,:: !-'' .' ,.·:·•, ~' •:: ... ' ':; ·-·: >;,:,' : o ' · :," •, . ' • :.:' • • •• :· ', : >,:~'r~ ~· ;".:' ,',.' ,• ,' .,:' ' o ~·, , ,', , ,,. .. 1 :·, , ' ,' • , <:,, · .. . ~ ' o ' l/•• : I ', l j , • • 
·._.,. !- · , .. · ... .. ..... · · · · .. ·eel· gr~·ss · . (Zo.st·~l'a ma:r-.,.na.) . ·?lr~··:Pr~se!lt - ·a,ll ovet" th~ ~· area. '· ·A 'l.·: ·. · : · :' · .. · .. L:. 
: : ; .: . ·_· · .. · · ... . , :·:·. ~-->~h~~~cte·~:st~~ · ~~a~pi~ : ·~.~ ·. ~u~·s·~~~i~ · of .··~h·e'· ~~il,e~.Hn~. a~e~·-.-~~~.-· .. · · ·, :- "i'·'· 
.. :· • • • . • • • ' • • •• : •• • ~ . p • • • • J .. .. .. ' . .; l. . . •·. . • . . ,· 
r' • , '• • ~. ' •' • ~ ' . •• . • •I' I ' ' ' ' • ; ', . : · ' ' : · ' , : 
.·. ·. arta,lysed .and ·classified ·as · sal)dy silt •. · (Figu*'e · 2)'. · · ' · · · i · 
... _.. ·' ~- . .- ·. ,. ··~he :. ~rea .. sa~pl~~ ·~~s : abo~~ 4o·~ ~ · ~fo~~I ~iie' · sho~e·.-·- . :·.: . .. .-·,.:· 
.. , .·.,;··· . , . .. . • • ~xi~im) deJ~h ~~ ~apt~~e·,w~s 1 ;S, m. . ~t 0~ \~eg~hnin~ <if , . ·• · ~ I 
-.~. .. ever_y<·cc;>llec.tion•, .the . Water temperature was .measured,· as·W~ll . · :··¥::'. · :.;::~~ · .. -\.\ 
J:: :.--.- ~· <·· :.:-::.-~· ·: ·~ .. as_··~~l·{~i;¥ :: .~~d:' .. ?·o~·d,:~9t.i~i~·y.' · · ·M~~s~:r~~~~~s'·.we~e · · .. t:a~e-n· :fro~···: . '·'-:;:.- · · · · · j 
' ., . . .' . . ' . . . . ·. . . . . . ,. . ' ; . :- " . . . . . . · .. - ' . . :: :: . . ; . . ;. . '.:. : · .. ,' : . ·; :. ~: . . . . . ... :.:. .~·· 
.. - . . . .. . . .. . .'abou-t 20 ern beneath the.' stirface.fand . from the ·" ·bottom: at· tlje: . . .:: 
, .·\ . . . . ·. ·~' ~ept~, "~ Y~, m. · S~pie~ · ~~;>mt~e ·. ~ame de~i:hs :~~~- taketi>or .·· .... ; . L 
'· .~:·: ... , pH. an~ly·s~~ .:--·· .. · · . .- · ·· · ·· · ·.... .... ·· · · .-. · · . · · · · · · . . ( ·. 
' • ;,, ' .. . . · ' ..... ' I _:,· .• • .:· ·.· ·., • "> ' ' ..-~ : . • ":: I ';·.' .. ,~~: · :' ' ., li ,: , · ,• ··,·. ,~' ' • 
·· .. · .. _: ·:·· ·· . ~~·<·_.~,te~'d -~t~4~~s .. .... · ,~··;· .. : :- ~ .·-- .· .. · .. · .: . .  _ :·. . . ~- .. . > ,. · .. ·, ·, ~>·:; 
.~( . q.~: . ·... . :. :·.1 . ·L~~~t~~:~~;ue~.c~·:::disb:~i_~-~H.ori: ,. _ and . Y?~~lat.±'O~:· s.~ructur~~ ': .:_:·'_·: · - ~ . . ::.'·:~ ·· J . 
' .'· . . _:. : .. :.·. .. ~ .. ·'.. -. ; :· _p;.~~·gon :·8~p:t _ern_~pir£osa>::w~-~· ··.S~P~.~·d_ pyer a ·. P.er~~ .. : : . . :: . ,; .·· .. · .· r .. ~ 
:. : _· :. . :·.' ' ·: : '· . . :' - . . . -. . ·. ' ·.· . . ·.• . . . . .. ·,. . . . . .'. . . . ~ ' : . : . ~ : . . - .· · .. _' . . . .. . . : .. : . . · .. :. - -~ .. .. 
:-. >: ._· _.·:·· .. · .~- .· . .-.... ,- _:.- :· ~ ~-~ -~ne . ·ye.ar · ~n ~h~ fl.~~d·~~ · .. ~.q~~e~~.:L~t;s ·_w~~~ · ~~de par~~lel ·t~ ··: ·_. .·. :. · : . .. ,·-;_: ... 
' . . . . . . .· " . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . .·· . ·~' · .·. .. 
· ·: ........ -·· th~ s~o.rE(with .·a han~ net q£: "S-O:·x . . 25 ... cm ·_ opening-:(2 'mncrnesh·). · -: ... ·--\·:r 
i' .. ~~- ... . . ~ -. :' .. . -.. " . . :_.·· .. · .. ,' ' ' .·. . ·....... .. . . : . .. ~ ' . '' ~ ... ·.' ·. . ·.. ' . . .:;. : ... . : : .. : . . : . ·~ ~ ·: ' ... . : . . ' ·.: .:.:.,: .. 
r:-::·::: · ... :. ,; .: . : ·, __ ·:. :' _. . _· :.: ·. : .. . '.Ab~~t- -8.59.·-. shrimp .·we,:.;:e ·c~1:1~c.~~d for .. th'~ t>~:rP't?se .· :.. .... · . ·~; ~::.~· ~·:;: 
}." •• c'·. · • '.': .... : ,,~ ••. , · ~· • ~· •. · ' · •' '." ' 7 '• - . ' . " ' . -~-·. " . ' • .' • , • · _ . ' .... ·' •·:, ' ' • :·.· ,· • • '• ' ' ' f:~~f.:"J. 
}:': .. · . / .·.- -':>·_.: .. -':··:o.f · ·~~·~.~-~ ... .. 5~~~~~:;~ . ~. c~~le~~-~~~-~-: ~~.~~- _Pl~~~ed. ·~a · be·.:'in· .regul·a~. >-: .~. ' . .. , . ~:{.~ ~ 
.. . · ...... ·.- . .. :· .. : .... · monthly . i:ritervals~ . '-hut.,'·: duri:rig · the ~ .. winter . months) .;.th.i.s ·was :":> .-. !.i:{ / ..... ... . \'·: · .. ,· .· '·' .·.· .. . > ·:: ·: .- -.·_·. ·. :,· .. ~. : :. · .. , --:. _., ,' : ··' ... : .... · ... · .. ·; 1-. < .: .· . . ... ·> ... .. ·> ·.· ; ·::·,.: .·. ' .r~ 
; ' : l <.: .~. ' : :.;. < ~. ; : ; . '; : '.. ' • :' . :· '' ,, ' ; ' :.: ' '· ' ·;.. •• ' . ;~ 
·_· ·,·._· ~--· .. ·< . · .· . ·~.··: '>.·:> :· (:, ·: .. ·.·. ; · .··~-:-:.:.::. · · .. ··. ·.: , .. . : .. ->: ..... · . \' . '· .... :. .. :.. ' ··.:· .. ·:.• ~~~;. (ii:? .· :: .. ·.r:¥~~;~u·.y~)>' ...  .:;s;::{:{i'>:·:::r;~.·'s; ;.;.::1 \ '}.; ••. n~ r:: :: ~::. :·~ .·. : 3'7::':'/0) ,·, f~~~.i~i{ 
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' Long Pond 
(The· arrow :i..n9 .. ic~tes th·e area frqrn wh~re a -substrate 
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Figure 2· 
" Per cent particl~-site· compos~tion · of a representative 
sample ot t11,e sui?!=itrate·. at the area where shrimps· were 
collected in' Long. P.ond. 
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core, and in this way the compartments were equilateral tri-
angles- of 35 em sides and 25 em bases. The whole construction 





rnately .3 ern of substrate was put. in each· compartment. The 
,., 
experimental tank is shown in Plate 1. r 
b. Burrowin~ behaviour • 
1 For d~.tailed Observations 0£ the burrowiilg ·""'.;jds 
and bel:la:viour, individual shrimp were placed ~n · container!? 
.. _. and -~~e~ to. -~ur~ow •. '!'he ~~ptai~~rs were ~filled. with about 
lQ em of substrate. Nertfcal vi·ews of anima-ls in the sub-
<b ' • \ 
· .. st.~ate w.ere ,~,obtained by . .ui:>'ing plexi9lass containers measuring 
. . , 
" abotM: 25 ~m: w.idth was restricted t~,. · abc;mt 3 em with pieces 
~ ~ 
, • 




Exp~rim~nts w~re ~ade in the decagonal tank ·to 
determine the.,. 'specia·l dist~ibution 'of , the shrimp •. Coar~e sand 
. . ~ . ., . 
() : [ . . ·-- ,.. . 
was ·pue in a,ll f;he' .divislons of the ,~ank ~nd 20 shrimp were 
put_ :tn . :i:t. Ob~ervations were mad~ for" 12 days. · In the first 
. 
five days the .. shrimp w~·re p'~t at th~ beginning .of . the daily ·. 
. . . 
obs¢rvations .in suqh a way to make· sure thqt two shrimp wer.e 
. ' . . . ' ~ 
bY~rowed in each division. 
. .. 
In th~ next s~ven days "the shrimp 
' t: 
· were ,released in · the middle of the tank-• . 
·, . . 
Res~lts from eacn methOd of releasing' the shrimp 
• • - ' . • . • - :J ' 
"· 
· we:~;:e summed· toge1;:he:t" ~1'1~· Subj_ec'!:ed to. a chi-square t e s .t of 
• 
th~ n~1 1. hypothesis that - ~he . sh~~mp were randomly ~istributed 
.. .. . ~ 
i n all sections". o'f the tank. / 
. . 
·' 
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2. Particle-si~e selecti on 
· .. 
'. 
The substrate ~ was collected loca'lly and was subjected 
to standard m~thods of mechanical analysi 1s, particles lc;1.rger 
than 0.063 rom being graded with sieves and, !Smaller sizes by 
.. 
the method of Krumbein and Pettijohn . (1938). 
:-:~ 
' . 
mixed sand,· was . sorted irito' ·10 c~tego.r~es. of. particle size 
. . according to a. l)lOdificat·ioh . o·f : we~twofth' ~ cia~sif.i~ati~n of 
soil particle grades, sho~n in Table 1.· 
. ·. . ' 
... "':-. 0 . 
. . / ' . 
Approximate 
' ~ 
. . TMUiE 1 ", .:- .· 
J ' • .. 
particle· size · afld c,J..assification of . t Jle 
I ··~ 




Fine Gran ule 
.'Very Coarse Sand · 
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The exper)ment was designed to allow anima+s a 
(U -
free choice amcing thes~ 10 substrate types, under uniform 
conditions. To do this, the substrates, all of the same 
colour, were burned to .600°C for 24 hours ·to assur:e · absence 
'o·f fobd; .they were the'n placed ra~domly in the co.mpartrnents 
of the d~_~agonal ~tank. · 
' ' ' '· 
·To· a,vo_id .any phototropi,c orientat.ior(o:f.'t~~-:· anima~s··, 
'' ' I . 





. .' \ 
· . .. wate~ was_ introd~ced in. th~ - middle--6( .the tank · and it flqw~d '. -
out by :the holes . ari_l'i~d ~n: . the .si·~~s- - ~f it - (~:Iate_ . 2) · -• . 
' • . The ~~ experime:n't consisted o£ .. :3 replications. ' Each repli-
cat~on ~onsisted of lO ' observations over a ten-:day period. 
' . . 
New .animals were used in ea9h replication.. A total of 20 
' ,o • . 
. . 
shrimp wer€} ·-·assum~d to be the maximum tolerance w~thout 
crowding. The shrimp used were adults of the. ~arne carapace 
length of 7 mm' (40~45 mm totalo len~th). Equal-numbers of 
males an¢1 fema,les were u~ed. Fresh substr:at;es· were used· 
at each new ' repli~ations, except in a·fe~ instanc~s when 
some 'materials were used · for -two succes_si ve replication's • . 
fl 
Gourtt!;i were ·made in t:he morning. We l sh (1970) 
found that c. septemspinoaa were sig~ificantly - mo~e active 
·at night and actiyi t~ tends ·to decr~as~ ·the:r;eap:-~r. In orc:Th~ _ 
: to . . courit the . shrimp, · ~e tani wa~ unco_ver.ed~· and a di~p~ragm _ 
(Plate 3) ~as immediately inserted . ~Ci block the shrimp i_~· · 
the cornpartm~nts (Plat~ 4) . . 1·-Thus, ~.;,en if the stir imp · · .. 
emerged . from the substrate-, i _t · was irnpos_sibie to .. e_~cape ·to' .;-
~nether part of the tank. 
. Ill . 
;usual~y t};le a,nim,als were not ' very 
. p . ~ 
.~ . 
' ,' . 
: . . '. 
' . ,l 
' · . 
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The diaph,ragm used to block the shrimp- in. the 
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The colours tised in the colour-selection 
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container, and released in the middle of the tank 2 to 4 
hours later. The tank was covered again and a gentle flow 
of the water was adjusted. 
Temperatures were taken by a Temperature-Salinity-
Conductivity meter after the count of the shrimps, as well 
as Salinity and Conductivity. A sample of the water was 
taken and pH was measured. 
Any cast exoskeletons were removed. At the end of 
each ten-day replication the shrimps were examined for 
stomach fullness. 
3. Particle-colour selection 
The experiment was run in the same decagonal tank 
as the particle-size selection experiment. The same proce-
dure was followed and the same measurements were taken. 
In five of the compartments a different substrate 
colour was put, alternating empty compartments with compart-
ments containing substrate. The colours used were all 
natural, collected locally; they are shown in Plate 5. All 
the substrates were of the same particle-size of 0.250 -
0.500 mm (sand). 
The tank was not covered and in each replication 
its position was changed. 
In such free-choice situations, if no attraction 
of the particle size and the colour was exhibited, shrimp 
would be expected to have frequented the different compart-
ments randomly after many observations. Thus, they were 
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rate replications) . 
Results from the 30 day counts of shrimp of each 
experiment were summed toge·ther and subjected to a ~i-square . 
~e'st . of th~ null hypothesis that adult Crangon septemspinosa 
are not attracted to substrates of particular particle sizes 
pr colours when th~se substrates lack fopd. · 
. ( ' . 
D. Feedi,ng· · :Exp~rimen.ts 
•. 
1., Expe-rimental. animals 
··'"'--
< . 
1 • --~ ' ' • • 
· '· '. · ; ·All th~ anim~~s ·used in .the" experiments were ·· 
... , . .: ' 
· . . col.fecfd& . f~cim ·:Lo~g Pond· in ~~-y an~{ ~ugust,- l97-7', and- were 
' ' : • ' • • I • • • • , o ' • • • o 'o• • "" 
transpor·ted to ·the labora,tory in pl~stic·. buckets • . The· 
jo-urney_ from the Pond _to the laborat_ory .lasted about one 
hour. Shrimp which were transported in this way survived · 
. well and almost no mortalities occurred.. Whe_n arriving in 
the -laboratory the shr.i,mp we·re put·' in tanks ':-'~_th ·running sea 
.... 
,/ 
.. 0 . 
water of. about 13 .. t C which was the temperature of · t~e collectiqn 
;_ 
area. They were tll'en sexed accO.rding ·to the .d-imorphism o_f· 
' . . .. . . ' 
. . 
-the first and secon~ pl,e.opods. described by . Meredith -(1952} 
. f.'?r Cra1:1-gon vu 1-~aris-~ an~- l¢ft overnight with ,an. a:bs~~~e· of 
food. Only shrimp· that COt.;l~<;l be. sexed were included in the 
experiment ~nd this avoi~ed th~ difference in growth rates 
· . o_b~_erved bY ~~970) 
2. Experiment,al vessels · 
between . juveniles and p ·readul ts. 
.T,he "fe,eding expe~~men~~ were mao~ with :'shrimps .: 
I ; . .. 
... . 
'r. ·. 
k~pt :indi vidu~ily .: . This· avoi.ds the. p~oblems -: 9f: cannibq.lisni, · ... . . . 
', ~ I • ' ' ' • • ' "" • •' ' • . • 
espe9ia~iy in ' the ~·tar~ed - an~mal!> . (Welsh/~19?,0)' and pe;qt_ti·~·s - ·. · . ' .. ; 
-· 
-~· ·: : :: 
-·,, 
. ' .. 
ob·se.rvatioi1s on -each shr~~I? i~di:-vidu~_J-1~, as . . o~ mortali~y, 
•. ::· · 
,· , ' 
I ., ; 
'•I - I ' • 
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33 
moulting, . etc. To do this, individual cages were made of fly 
screen, 'measuri~g B. 5 · oc 8. 5 x 14 em (-Plate . 6) •. . The cage,s 
were put . in plexi-glass or polystyrene tanks approximate.l.y 
28 X" 38 x 18 dn. In each tank twelve shrimp were place9. 
~nd . were fed .the same · diet (Plate ·7) • 
. : 
.. 
· , · ·.·· 
··ta~ks . and 2·-3 c~: o~ · -~·and ·subst~ate 'was put· .i~ ·. · Ali-' ·the . tari;ks · · 
. . . . . . . . .· : . . : . . . . . . . ._ ' ' \ . . . . : ' ... .. · .. . -. . 




~ .. . 
. .... -
..• .. . . . ,
. . . .. ' ~-:~ .' 
• ·• "t . • .• 
. ~ . ' ' 
:. :,··.·, 
\ieJ::e c,evered with pl,.a~:ti~ ; f'iy..:.s~r~~n:i ·' ·· .·, _ .._:_·· . . : .·- .. ··· .. ·. · ... ·'·: . :.:~: · :: 
<. · '91 No·: att.em~.t ·wa·s~ ~ade ::t ·o ·. regu.i'ate . the· ph~~~~~+·i~<I-~ ·. ··. · . .. :· · .. · · · . : .. :! ·, :· 
,: '~ .• •• ' . . , • .:·.' • • • • . ' • . . • • • ;_ . ·: ' • . • " • • . .' -· : •' ·' - . . , l 
l:·::·.·_ ·_·: ... .. . ... ·3.:-·.· seaw'ate:I: .: .... ··. · · ~ · ... ·" · ... :. · . . · .· . .... . -· _;::-· 
, : :_ .·::: .<~ .' · ..  :: ·. : ·· .:· ... . :.: ... : . . · . T~e ·eipe~i6en~~ -~~-~. ·~~d~; -~ith~ ·t ·h·e. ~~~· ~)~. ~~.~n-i:ng ·: · .. ·.. ·· ·_ -·r·· ·. ·i::. ;:· ··.·: '~· 
' .. . . ' . . . . ~ . j'" :. . . .. .. . ..· ·. ' . . . . . . . . ·.··6 .· · .. ' . ' . .· . . . .. . . " . . ··. ' . . . . . : . ! · . . . 
. sea ~ater~ . The-- water was·· warmed t? 13 .c · .,iri .. a thermos·tat~cally .. · · i ·. :' .. ·.' . 
,. 
. ·.·.· 
controlled contain~r~. The central p~pe · was then divided i~tb 
·branches in the tanks and the water'• flowed out ' the tank's into'. 
' • ' ' • r • ·' • • ~ • • 
' ' : ' . \ . 
a channel,. so that t_:·hey were· ·practically place'd in' a· wat~r 
. . . . . . . . ) . . ~ 
. ·. ' . . . .. . ·, : ....... -
bath .of appro~ima,tely . th.e s_all}~ ,t+ei11perature as .-the wa~rned·. water . 
. (Plate in . · · / .- · .: · . · . · .. · ·. < -· .:-· ... · · .. 
J 
."1 4 • . ··Foo_d supply and prep~ration ; .. \ .. ·.· . ·' ,· . · ' . . ; 
.. . •' , 
. .. ~ . 
.. . --.: . 'j 
\ • ~ ! . :.' 
.. 
. ·:·· 
: , . 
.. 
· -:· ·. 
, ' ' • I ' • 
The food s~pplied were fresh blue~mu~sel (MJit.iZ:Us · .. ..  ~. · · .' ·· ; ~ ·.--
• • • • • ' . • • ,. : . "' . f • • ' ~ • • • • ' .. : . • • • : ·.. • '. ~ • : ::: . 0 : · : . • • • • • ~ . . • • • 
. _ 8duZi.a), fr<:>_.zen- ~q~~d: (Il..~x fH~cf~_r>oslfslf <?~Pl.in __ (Malt!(ltu_s·· ·:.: . ; :'.-. · .·:· .·'J.:. ·: 
· v~~l:o.s~s) ,.: and . '.):'e~rai-tin.· (commerc4i · fish .fla~es :of _the.... · .' ·f.·· .. · 
'T~tra·. Werke· Co. of W.·.- :~rma~y·( ;~r-th'·e-~r c~~~~a~i~ns·~· sho~ '. :·'<. . , ... _  :_.}-.>·.: . 
i~ Tab.le . . 2 •· ·.· !h~· , _shrim~· w~~-~- 'f~d: l~·> e~c~s~.:· ·ev~:ry:~:2~ -.. ~-~b~~~ ·- · · > . . .:::·· .. :·<t:.: .. :._: 
. • ' .. ·. :, .· . .  ·:- :; .. . :. · .· . · ' ·. · :. .. . . .:.· ·· . · ... ··· . . ,.: .. .;_ ... ·, · 
~ ~cod ' rem~in-~·ng cifte~ .-:~his.''tiine . . was ' rEini9~ed .)9ef?re . fr~~·~ . food· .... -.. :· . : , _:: . .. ·,_ .... : ..- ·· 
.was ad~e~~~: .. to~~id~~a~:le·. :~.~-te~·~ion, ·_wp:·~- g{v~·n:· in~ ~h~ ·~~~~~.~~~ ·.: .. ··: · ... __ :·. ·_:_, . ~ :!::(:~~:: 
6,t · e·~c.e~s . f~od . -~nd ' ~h~  · o~~e:s . -~~~~.' ~~_._1).· c,l~aned:··~~-~d~e ~-·fr¢·~h · .> · ... · ... _. :·· · ... ~ . ·:;}~y; 
' : . • ·_ •' '. . ' . ' ' • ; • ·. ': • , ·•. • '. ' · ' . ' . • • ~ • ' ' : , . . · ... ~\10.'':1,1' r' 
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PLATE 7 The e~perimental tanks with the cages in,thern. 
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The diets used in·the first feeding exper~ 






TetraMin (T • min) -
' <) 
' Squid .Mussel (s·. + M) + 
Sq~id + Caplin (S + C) 
. 
Sq'Qiq + TetraMin (S + T) 
Mussel + Caplin . (M + C) 
Mussel + TetraMin (~ + 'I'') 
Caplin + TetraMin (C + T) 
Squ~d + J-iussel + Caplin · ' (S + M + C) 
, .. 
Squid + Mussel + TetraMin (S + M + T) 
·Squid + Caplin + T~traMin '(S + c + T) 
·• 
Mu·ssel .+ .Caplin + TetraMin (M + c . + T) 
Squic;l + Mussel + Caplin + .TetraMin s + M 
starvec;t -,~r~' 
' ' ' 
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matter becoming anaerobic especially ·in the lots , fed 
TetraMin and i~s 90mbinations. 
The foods were prepared in the following ways. 
. d 
Mussels were opened, the meat removed from the shells and 
chopped into s .rnall pieces; the ~quid and capl.in ·were · defrozen 
overnight; 'TetraMin -was mixed with wa:ter and stirred so as 
to form :a .paste·. . · Comb.i'nations. of f .oods were piit . in petri 
dishes . ~nd stirre.d well .so ~hat ~l:ie par'tic;J,es would be 
_, mix_~ d .. : as ~u~h as . possi_hle ~~d the ·. shrimp wo).lld hQt· be .. a_b~e · · 
to . separate. ~hem. Thes.e . foods ·~ill subs'equent:ly be called · · 
diets. 
·Mussels, squid and caplin were collect'ed locally, 
The rn"Qssels w~re gathered in large nU:mbers and ~ept aliye ·in 
. . . 
sto~age tanks with.running seawater in the laboratory until 
they were. required. . Squid and c.aplin were c ·leaned of the, / ' J . . 
viscera and minced with a hand rnincer when ~resh. Both ~ere 
~ut ·,in small plastic bags and ·were'.deep-fr?zen. Ev.~ry nigl)t 
. ), ·. 
a> bag of each w.as defrozen to be .used the next day as ·fooci. 
··. 
- · · ' . 
The_ · s~ri~P . were feq every day except every 14th 
•, 
d~y ·when they were weighe.d. In this case the cages · ~ere ·. 
,, 
clea_ned· tl:.>;e ·previous day and 'th7 animals were fed the .... J;text 
. ' 
. · ·day, . irnme~iately after they were ~eighed. ~his procedure 
. ~ 
. . . 
· was followed (a) to· ~llo~ ·the ani_rna.ls tp :digest -th~i'r 'fo,od so .. 
_that they ~11 would be weighed with empty stoma~hs .and (b} . ·i.: 
not .to .dist~:rq them too- much . by cleaning the cag7s. and then 
weighing-~hem. 
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40 
showed that they fed freely on all the diets and they were 
frequently s~en to have food . in 
~ .. 
t~eir stomachs. All 
~iets evofed feeding re~ponses, even diets in which this 
I 
was not expected, such as TetraMin. 
5. Weighing of live .animals 
-In the e:x:per,tments an estimated -growth rate. was 
I 
·required. Th.i,s was · estimated, among·!other ways, in .ter~s i:)f 
. . ·: . .. ' . .. 
.. . 
inc;:rease -.of 1i ,v~ . w~ight ·per ,upi t ~line. 
. .. · 
.... 
Every 14 day_s the · ·shr_~mp_s ~w~r:¢''. removed ·from their 
cages, pu~ int~ indivi~ual glass c6ntainers with s~a. wate~ 
. '( .. , . . 
. and brought to a top loading ·balance. They. w~re ·then gen'tly 
dried on sheets of tissue paper -.and weighed. ·to the nearest 
. \ .. 
0.01 gram, after which they were returned to the glass 
· containers and, ·finally, ~o _their tan,ks. · Newly - moulted 
shrimp were weighe_d th~. pe:x:t _day so t~ allow tim~ for the 
soft cuticle to star:t .har~en.ing. J 
6. Measuremen't · o:f . tota·l length 
... 
In the exper.tment it was desirable to :measure the. 1) . 
' 
length and t~e length incr~ment ~f· shrimps • . The tota~ 
le.ngth of the shrimp was measured to . . t .he neares·t · millimeter 
from the anterior end of the _spine on the antenna! scale .to 
the i_:)ostevior tip of tels·on according . to Price_ (1962) ·• 
.. 
Newly - moulted anim~ls ·were measured for total length four 
days after moulting to- determ~ne length ,t~crerden-:c,-s. · The 
. I . . ~ ,' 
shrimp were also meas'uJ:ed for tot·al length every . 14 ·days 
( 
for a second check of · the~i length. 
- 0 
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• I • ' • , 
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7. - Observat-~ 
The shrimp were numbered in the tanks and a 
separate r~cord was kept for each. On .. the rec_ord there were 
noted·: The date 1 Weight, (Total) Lengt_h, ~oult · date,, ·. Days 
0 • . 
between moults, and ·Survival of the S!hrimp,: i.e. the. cays 
0 • • • - . • • 
which . the s~rimp had, survived . from· the' ·beginn{n.g df th~ 
·.· .. ' . ~ ·' 
. · ex.pe~-i~ent· •·· · Wherever · it . was . p~_ssible~ the reason "for th_e · 
. . . . . : . . .. ' , . 
.. ,: 
. de~th .. was .·npted,· - ~. · .·<i_. ~~oult . f~llu~~~-'1 •· .. . An Ei~~~ple o~\:ucp.· a .. 
: ... -.reco;rd · is given· .. itt ·.Tab~~ 3 . .' · . ~- ~ 
. . ' 
. ,· 
Th.e cages we~~. _inspecteiq each mor'rdl'l:9 for deaths 
.·. 
.. 
and exuviae • . Deaths and moults wer~ listed on the recor,ds; 
:.\ 
the exoskeietons .were easfly '-seen .and "removed .wh~n the c~ges 
. I • .. ' 
; 
were bein9' .c1ea~_ed. · After moulting a. small number of shrimp, 
, consumed their' own exuviae and some moults -almost certai nly' 
w~nt unrecorded: as ·a res·ult. Such an error could pe easi-ly ·· 
. )'P • 
reco.gnized 1 howev~r, by. ·_-~n: uncharacteristiq gap i n the 
· ~oul ting. pa~:te~n of the shdm;p cc;:>ncerned and a~so by . an 
' ' ' . 
. _t~m.if?ual_iy _1arg~ . increase .. iri ···l.ength ,betw~en the record.~9-
. . . 
.moults • . . .. . \ (: 
The ' feeding experiments -~ere :mad~ .. ln -,-;two I p~as~s: 
For the first· feeq_~ng exp·eriment· .·6 mal¢ and 6 fe'nlale: · s~rimp · 
. . . ' · . . . ' ,·· .. 
in individu~l ~ages were pijt -i..~ ·e_ach·-tank . and : fed the : sa~e .; 
diet f or 11.2 . days; · Imm~di:atel.y ·: af t e 'r the · f irst ex.p,e~.iment, 
. . . . ·. ........ . . . . . . . .: . :: ' . . : . . .. ·. . . 
st<trteq _of the s~e, 112 day- ·- du,ratiprt l' . The· -' a secc;:md · one 
purpose . 6~ .the second . ·f .eeding e xpe;,;i.ment was to investigate 
~: 
• • · . • ' : • , • .'·· • • • -~· , • :· • I ~ , : • ' .. • • • • • • r . . . . , • . - ': : ·~ ... _: • _: . 
furthe·r ·the · ·:resu'l. ts _of t he . f i r st one, . as .-:well·. as ··to c1.ear · .': : · 
' . ·,. . ; ; .. . . ': ·.- . . - . . . . . ' . . i . ·.' . . .... ~ : . .. . . . ~. . . : . ·. 
,: · .· :·~o~e 4etall~ :·o·~ t~e · {if·st_ fe·e~i.ng e~~~ri~e!l~ ·: a~d : t~· - . ~a~her ;. · ;_.. 
. ' 
~ . . , 
. . • . . . 
.. ·. ' . ~ .. ' 
.• r ' 
.. •. - ' . 
I • " •• 
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TABLE 3 
Represe.~tative records from the first Feed~ng experiment. · 
DIET: Musse-l 
$hrirnp No: S 
Date Weight qm. Molt Date 
.. 
" 




June 12 ·a .• 28 ':1 
. ' 
... . . 
~uile -~6 · 0 •. 31 ' 
. . . 
June · i6' 
jul,y_ 10 ' ·o .4o J.u1r . 1 -.. 
. . 
Jiily ' o .4ir : 16 24 July 
" 
A~q. 7 0 ~58 J~ly . 31 -
- .. 
Aug: 21 o:69 · Aug. 18 
Sept.~ Sept. .f 0. 70 ,16 
Sept. 18 
"' 
·o. 7B sept • 27 
DIET: Mussel. + TetraMi n 
Sh'r.imp: · No: .s 
i · 
Date We~ght gm. Molt Date 
' 
May 29 .0. 53 
J~e i2 0. 59 . Jun.e 14 
' · 
June ·26 0. 70 .June 30 
Juiy 10 0. 84 July •16 
.. 
' July 24 1. o2 . Aug .• . 4 
~ug.· 1- 1.15 AU~. 25 
Aug. ,I 21 1.20 Sept·.- 18· 
sept. 4 1. 24 
~ 
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43 
more data on the survival and the moulting frequency. This· 
· experiment was in all the details the same as the previous 
one, excep.f' that the shrimp used in ,it were 12 ma.les and 
l2 females for each diet. Much attention was given to the 
ipit~al length ·of the shrimp." From the, 12 shrimp used in 
· each. tank:,' ~ ~er·e of~· :initial: · .J,.ength . ·3a·-4_o· mm, · 4 .of · 40-50 -~ 
and grow~h . · 
i/'·1. ··squid _ 
. t 
'· 
.·· .- 2. Mussel .· 
· 3. Caplin · 
:.·4. Squid + .Muss~l. + Caplin, and 
5, ~t.arved .. 
~t the- same time, the remaining' live" shrimp from 
· the first experiment ~n the above diets -were kept .and fed 
W~th 'the n_ew4 ones,.all the O~f;ervations continu.ed, SO th~:t 
. . . 
their survival rate ·could be determined in a lci'ng-term . ' 
exper.im.ent. 
g. Anii.no acid analyses· 
,J . . 
Although ' the objective o£ this study was riot 
•. . :!'! ' . .. ..... "':7" ~\. . " . 
' · .. . 
' 
.:.: 
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. 
The materials · were ground in a blender and-
particulate matter was filtered; 10% Trichloroacetic 
WaS added and the materialS Were Centrifuged at 101000 rpm 
for fs. m"in. at 4°c. The fluid layer was removed, the tubes 
-
cooled in liquid . N 2 and put in a vac;:~um pump, After this, 
the . specimens we:r::_e given. to the Ana.l..ytica;L Ultracent~ifuge ' 
· ~ino a~i~ :facii; .ty -~f the ~epa~t~~nt . of .Bioch~mistr,y 4··· ·. 
. . ,' . . . ~ ~ ; 
hy?rolysi's with:6N HGl, . final prepa;ration -and quant~i;.at~ve··: . 
•. . • • • • . . . . # . 
p.~alyses of . the: con.juga te'd amino ac.;ids by liquj_d 'chromatography. 
9. · Statisti.6s . 
-
'"' · For the analysis of the results, growth was .brokeJJ. 
4 ·. 
. 
down to "Increas,e· in the length," "Increa·s~ in the weight,," 
"Moulting frequency" and "Growth rate''; the "Survival .. of 
..... 
the animals · was also determined • 
To·· .determine the "Increase of the length" . a11d ·tl).e 
"Incre.a~e in the weight, " the growth diagram of Hiatt was 
used. 
Hiatt ( 19~8) , in a paper on the biology o£ the :crab 
Paahygzoapsus arassipes proposed a diagram cons.tructed 
. '
according to a method .:in which the pre-moult sizes on· the · 
x axis were plott-ed again~t .the p~st-m~ul ~ sizes on th; .· 
y ~xis. T~~ points thus plotted· fell on straight_. lines. 
' On the basis of this evidence he found it possible to calcu-
. ' ' . . 
/ 
-~ 
late the size at .ea~h S'!JCcessive•"'instar as ·well as the number f 
of rnoul ts necessary to reach a part:icuiar size. 
Kurata (1962) gave · mathematical· in~erpretation of 
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45 
obtained from a wide v:ariety of crustaceans,· if plotted 
according to this method, give straight l.i,nes. He also de-
t . -
monstrated that this is . tru~ not only · for the u:near dimen.:! 
sion, as was found by Hiatt, but also for the interinoult 
r• 
weight· •. I 
I' 
~ 'l 
.growth :coe ficients·~· He · observ_~d :the presence.· of 'in·fl~ction 
· · . . ·,· !~Kur.a~a .t.erm~d the c'ons~_ants in __ · t~e equa~i'cms ~~ ·-.·- . 
p~i~ts .Lz. ?e dia.~J;~Jns a.nd he· ~llgg~st;E!d t~e co~re~~#ori s>f ·: 
. ·the,m ,with _th~ . ~o-~enceme~.t Ot se~ual maturit~. ~ Thu~, K~rata 
.proposed th~t, according.- to the .- - f~iue 9f,_·the __ cirowth co~fficient, 
the gro·wth pa,ern of a crustacet~ may _ be ~iviqed. into · ·th~e~ 
types, and ado~ted criteria to d~- tihguish, t}?,~s.~ . types. 
Thi~ way, tpe life of the cru13ta ean ·may be divided into 
' \ . . 
' . 
three growth phases: the. larval,_ he · juvenile, and . the \ .. . .· .·. 
mature phase; each phase is cha~~~.te~ized by . d~fferent va.l:u~~ . 
·of the gro:wth const;ants ~ . whi_ch ~a:~ : be d;~~ v~d from ·_ the . . growth . _ ; .. 
data. Gen~t:ally, the growth co~ff~cient for th~ dimensional : 
increase is between 0 .'8 and 1. 4 and is cjreater in the 
. . . . "" . . . . I; . . 
yqunger · ·grow~h phase than fhe older one. .• 
In h.is paper, Kurata could n:ot ,give an. adequate 
1exp.~anat.io~ of why .. the growth data, ; ~hen ~lotted ac'7~rd·iJig 
' .to Hiatt Is met~od, give a stra.ight Tine, nor could 'he 
" .. 
.. 
est-ab.lish·. -the hio-~o~ical si.~i£is·a·n~,~ of. the grtiwth_ ·:cc:mstan-t;.s. · . . : 
· · However, be sugg~·sts .. t·h~t, "ff it is of e~pi~ical ·nature, .·.' 
. . ·. . ': ' . ' .. : . . .· ,' ' . 
the growth rules. p'roposed,. will :be 'applicable 
' - • - ' • q, 
. •, . 
. . to the analysis of the ·growth of cr\lsta,ceans, 
. ' . . - . . .... 
,; . 
_withou,t hazar<;ls . · . 
1 ' .. ~ 
and indeed ,a~e · . 
. ·. 
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Regnault (1970)_. used this method when studying the 
laboratory growth of Crangon s~pt~mspinoaa from metamorphosis 
to sexual maturity. To avoid the difference ·in growth rates 
f 
~ I 
observed by R~_gnaul t .between . juveniles and preadults, only 
shrimp that could be . sexed were included in the present· 
exper~ments, as· was also dqn_e by Wilc;:o-x '!-nq Je.ffries (197 3") ... 
"Thus, no _inflecti.on point ~ught ·to -app~:a_r in the diagrams • 
~ . . i 
· The data w~re · t-rimsfer-~ed to punch· cards for re-:-
' .gressiqp. apalysis. accord.:j.ng' tq·· the . ~ia.tt . growth d,iag·ram for 
. . . ' . . ·, 
~ . . 
both, ·increase in the weigh~ and : -in_c;:re~se in th,::! :.length; for 
~ ~ 
the weight the 'diagram was made on a t~me basis. Tne-sets · 
of data were first compared in groups Qf two diets for ! 
s.ignificant difference·s with the computer program FRB SA040 
QQCV4 (simple regression). After computing the regression 
• • 
-eqpations for each diet,. tlie ;lines were plotted according 
( 
to Hi~tt•s growth diagram . 
( ' ; . j- . \ 
. I 
The data were then transferred to the computer 
. .. . - . 
program BMDOIR whelie comparison's. fot significant diffe'rences 
. . . . . . . . . . . ·. Q 
.. 
were permitted ' in ·more than 'two .. gro~p·s. ~hus, . the .equations 
were qompa,red among them in orde~ to find .· the relations of: 
"·- : 
growth in>· ... the various diets and; :if possib).~, to classify 
the diets according t~ their effect.-bteness· ~ For the firs-tr 
feeding ·experiment a total · of 138 compa_risons for eac::h, weight' 
and length, were made. Other co~parisons were :made ·betwee11 . .. 
. 
the male and female · shrimp on the s·~e diets and, f,urthez:, 
comparisons were made ~ong the common diets- of the first 
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47 
The surv.ival ·and the moulting f;requency of the 
animals were obtained from the records kept._ for each · shrimp~ · 
The growth ra t:e was derived fr~m 'the rnoul ting .frequency ~nd 
·the increments . bet~een moults, and .it was used ·as an overall. 
,.· , / ' - . 
·.·· 
... : :· :,• 
'. 
checking .for the · calcuiated· resul.ts arid th~ .cla~si·~~oat_ion of . . · · 
I 
.1 '. 
: ..... ··. 
.·.: 
. :~: ... 
."~,.~ I 
· ·· ·:·t.. 
. · .. 
, · :·r· 
I. ~- - the -d-iets -in g:r9ups ~ . · · · 
- ~h~· · ·Pois~o~.-- d·i~tl:'~~~~iori -~~s- .u.~ed ·. ·t~ -~~~~ : ~h~th~~> · 
..... 
· ... ( : ' - . . 
· F,fiia~ly ,~.:- :the ' .. : ··· .. · 
• ~ •• :: '· ... ..... 0 • · , , . -
. Manri-Whi tn~y U~test' ~as . applied to cbmpare the 'diiferences .. · . 
• . . . : . . ·. ·; I • 
. ..• .-:· . 
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. tl/- ''I . 
femaie shrimp· fed .. the ~ame · diet.s • : 
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. ·. . Cr~n;~n' ~)Pte~spi~~fii.:e':e c~{1ecfe<!, 'ro~ :wat~~ : . , / •' .~ 
.. • •••• • ... y ·in _wh_i_c~ ~-~:~;·· ~-a lin~ t;y·_· ~an~e:. ~~~-~ .a _  :. ~· ·· 7-o: ~~2.~~-.C}: _:~oo:_·.~~~··.:_~he :·:_· ... · . . '>~ . ·.::_.·;  ·_,:,:·: =·_:.::··:·.: .·· .  _:_:.:~;~-.-~~ ·.r·:. :,: 
_._ .. . :. . . . ·. : .... ~em~~~~t~:(~.-~· -.· ~,r~~;·: ::·~ :~ -~ to_: _~-4-~C- .·_,~1~:1~~-.. 4f!· ,_' :·. ·: _ .;; _· -. :~ ~-<:·.-~: . ·-_ .... :·- :_•.:.· .. : ·_!"··,;· . :: ~ -·· . ·. ·.':·i. 
--~ . . ::·. :\ _ :· ... _·· .. · · .::_:~ . :_·.· ·.:_,:_·,·_ .. f.·_. ·.·_··_:·_· :_~Len ·'tJ1:..·e:re· ·ueric · .dis-tribut,ion ·. arfa: P·opulati.ori·.: .j3tr.uc'ture~;::: :.·: -~- .·; . .. , ·. -~ >:-;~·· 
_ . ·."·'·' ·fc·. ·. -~ .. :· · :·Y .: •,' . ·1, :· _- . , • • • • • .;:.: . •• ' . , .. :· · • • • .'. ~ · • • ... · : '· ' ,• · · : ·/ ~ •. 
Y.; : •. :. · · ·. ·• _.·_ .. : .. .. __ ·• _'·.·.~- · ~· - . .•. . · '. J·._ Le:p_. _ -~·:th. -~r~q~e~.c. Y., ·a _ i _s._~:·r . ~.:. b_ qtt·.· ~- z:ts: · _·o_f_._. 84_ .··3. · ~_hr:J._· _mP_ .. ~;p_e =_.:.:_._:.:_· · .. -... ·_ :·_.;_;·.:,i~ •• --··. 
:.:, .. : _·.~ ~~-~-\ · .·.;/ . , .. :•.: . -,.,f. 
.·. . ' ·,_·. : _ ·\:: _:_~,-- ~~·Ow~·.}~.: fig~~~ .):_~ ---~l~h.<?'~gh _ ~~ri~t-~()~:~ --~'d:·:.~?:~·- :pei~~i:: : · · . · :~· - .· - - ~.: -~.< . :. ·. '! ·.- ~-;t 
• , . · ' , = . . · ... : . . . ·I • • • • M :- • • • • •• - ~ • • • l 0 ·- ' • • • • • •• . . - •• '• • • • ' ,,- : • • • • ~ , ·.f 
. .. . . .. ..... .- · _-·;/· : · .~e<J_~~-a.~. _and ~-~dequ~t~· _qoilec.~i~_?S. . ~ %~~i~:_. ihe·.·~w~n~e·~ - mo_~t~s.· : . . · '_. . ·. · ·· · : ·~ · ~ __ -':_·:l· 
·. ·-'·, · . --~ '·:·· · (_oe6einb~r->.o: M·c;1~~h? _, - _s_~;imp wex:e. :~~~~ - ~~· :. i..~_?d '·:-Po~d ·.~d-~rt~~--·· .. · . . _. :. ·. -':.- >~1· 
. ··. : · ·. : · · al'l · moritlis: of_ .. ~~_ii~·~tibri. . .. : .. ,_ .. ·- ,. ' - · ·· . ·. ·: -~-'- .. __ 
1
_. ·:· ~-:~ .• ~: : 
. . . •. . . • . , . . .. . . . . · .. : • ...... .. .. . r$·: • 
:-:: o ·_-. ·_ . (;en.er-a.lly C:rcmgon. s~pt~~~~-in~~~ - we~e :-~~~er~,~~ :frqrn .. ·: · ·.. .. :-~r --
. · .. ._: . .. :_ : _ ·. AP.~il th~_otigh ·_Nov~~-~r,·· . J_9 .7.J. ·_ · r~ma·:i~s - ~er·e ·: ~~rg~r:-~a~ :the; ·. -._.· . :· .··:·· ~ .. ~~~:~·; 
··· .· ~· _ · · · - : ~~-le/ -~ ~~e .-~~i~s ...... 6 .. ~r~~- .--,~~ - ~- .. · --~~~:?!di~i~~;~-~-~-.. , ;~ . In~-;~-- .6~-~~;~~ ._ ,··  .... -~ ~ :_·;":.:< ·/<j,·: I 
·· · ·· .... in .. blgge~ 1~~1.-y~dii~l~> . ' ih~: larg~:s~ - -~-~le: ·~~le.?t~d - .~~-~- s6 -~ :,::.· :._' - -.. <·· ... :~i_ ·. 
- ~ . . ..· .· ', . : . : ~ .···:. ' , ·: . . ~ . . . -~ .' ·. . · . . . : . . · ·-'· -:. :~· . : . ·. ·.· .. : . • ' . :··~ --
···:· . .. . . .ai:ld ': the ' la·+gesf .female ' w_as 7ll: .. . J:drn .. ·-;- path: '¢o.l~e·c-te't(;·ill . ()ctober·; \.'•::;·· -·' . :<:.fr:·,: 
. ·· .. - - . . · .. , o:·'·. .: . .· . · - .~ · ~- : ·- ., ·:_.·· '.~:;·.:., . .. :. :. _:., .·- ·: • .. '=-: . . ,. ·•· .. :·.· .... ~- •. · . • ;. ~ .. • ,: •. · .. :,:j l. 
. . Most , females ware 'na·t; ·. :carryirl:g ·_ 'eggs' ~·· ... . Eg~-,:c.arry;£-ri:g~ .. ·-,.~-. -·-4f 
• .~ • _.. I 
-· 
-: .; · 
·.:_ 'fe~ales ,·_·: ~i~~~9h ~~t .- ~o_ ;·~~~a·~~t_.,.·.: :~e;~ - -~~~~~ct~d ·£~~m·:~~~i '> ·._:·_/·. <>" -~ ·_ .!:.·~r· 
.·t~ ~ug~~t-.: .: -~e~ ff~st · -~p~~~-ii·n.g.~·-·:.~~~~c~~-ryi~g : f~~ai~~· · ~~~~\· . ... · -~- ·:_· _::,._ :--·:·· ·.}~: 
~ .·. ,, ' · ·· : i~~~~·-_";h·;j~~:~:·: .. ~:ut·:~~~~~-g -~~-~~--- ~~i~~~-~~--:~o~-t-~~-·-.:~-~~~'- .n~p~ -a-~e·cl __ = .:".~;' :; ·-~ .. ·- .- _ .:.: :·····{~ .~: 
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Table 4: Hydrographic data associated with cor1ections of . 
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Crangon septemapinoaa in Long Pond, Newfoundland . 
Date 
May 18~ 1977-
. June 15, 1977 
Ju~y 15 , · ~9 7 7 
A~g. 15, 197,7 
Sept. 15, 1977 
oct. Is, 1977 
Nov. 15, 197"7 
t ft ~~ t •• 
Jan.6, . 1978 
~. 
Feb. 20,· 1978 
March 15, 1978 
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Length frequency distribution . of Crango~ septef!lspinoea 
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52 
middle stages of egg development. 
Juv~niles were collected in all samplings, except 
February. 
~-
The most numerous and s~llest juveniles, collect-
ed in AUc;:JUSt, ·increase in size to November; there is no 
apparent increase ,in their lepgth from Novemb~r to May. 
From f.:tay · these animals appea.r in the . length-frequency ·d~stri­
b\;ltions as mat~re . shrimp _ wpi.ch increase .in size in ·the _next· 
_. . . ' ' . - . .... . ' 
. . 
·months· · and : then most .· disappear • .. · If the disappe~ran:ce is . . · 
,. . . . . ' .. .' .· .. . :·· ·'!.' ,. .. ; ' . ·... . . .. ' ·. ' . . . . . . .. ' J . · .•... 
' due to ino.r'!:a],.ity, the .. life.· span :Q':e ~ nios.t . ~h~imp w'ol,lld _be ·_; 
. . . . . : ' "~ . ' . . . ~ .. . 
' : ;,·: 
·:.~· 
. .. ... ·:. 
•: ._.: 
... , .. 
: ,\i .. 
''i· 
... ·~ - .:· 
. .. · ~ :r · .. about_ .'1~. -ye,~r~ ~: . R~l'?\tl i~lX: f'e~ , la~cj.~ shl;,i~_P <>?ti• rom) ··. i~- ... '
' •, . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . ' - ,. .. . 
· ·::· .. ~~j,r .. ~ecb~~ -·~ear· ~e~~ ·c~pgh~- ~ . . . . . . . · ·. : 
. ~ 
· .. 
Since the sm.aliest sexed male and female anima ls were 24 mrn, 
there .is an overl<;tP fr:om 24 .to 27 nun .of shrimp· of. differen-
tiated and pon·¢iifferentiated · sexual characteristics. .. 
Within the to·tal sampl·e . o.f shrimp, the ratio of 
males to females was. almos:t tpe s ·ame (1:'1 _~69, inales:femal _es) . 
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TABLE 5: Number of male, female, ·egg-earring female and 
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~ . . 
juvenile ~rangon septemspinosa and pe7 cent 
propqptions of the~ collected in Long Pond, 
·Newfoundland, 1977-1978 . 
. 
·nate Male Females 
No. % ~b. % 
' . 
. , . · . 
... 
' 




June 15, 1977 38 38 AS .45 
' . 
. ' : 
July 15 · 1977 45 : . 45 · 40 · 40 
' ' . , ' . 
.. 
Aug. 15, ·19·77 20 
: 20 ': 14 14 . 
.. 
Sept. 15, 1977 45 '45 2~ 25 
Oct. 15, 1977 5'1 51 ·39. 39 
-
Nov. 15, 1977 40 40 57 57 
Jan. 6, 1~78 15 48 13 42 
Feb. 20, 1978 ·5 42 7' 58 . 
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Percent proportions ·of male, female, egg-carrying 
~em.ale and juvenile CJiangon aepteiJ(Bp i noaa, collected 
in Long Pond, Newfoundl~nd, in -1977-1978.-
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Proportions of rna.J.,e, female, egg-carrying female and 
:ruvenile Crangon . sept?msp{nosa qollected in Long Pond, 
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T·ABLE 6 · 
. . ' . . 
-~ . : : 
.· ' 
: · .Qbsei-ved and Expected size per category and per month .. of .c);angon . <;eptemspinos q i n rnrn and 
--~ - :·:.. . . . -.. 
:~;;~ 
. ~· . -
-.· . .. 









. ·value · · Month 
. :<x ·> ·. 
. · 2 . 
.· 1 April 

















the 'l'e~perature each Month.' in :r;..o'rig PoJ!d. · 






·, ll.. o. 
11;·s 
.MALE 




P.EMALE' · ·. · ··CARRYING 
... . - ~ 




3~~~7 ' 38.51 ' 75.00 74.50 23.09 24.28 
60.70 24.56 23.88 '34·.03 . 
. 33.0•8 . 
. .. '39. 40. 
~-'7-1-.-e-;)1-e-:;,-+-7rqi7r I u.-3 I 4 4 • s·-s.. .55 : ~-s· 
.38.59. 44.65. 46- ~· s3 4B .• 23 . 
53.36 24.58 23.49 











-4·1 ~ 6o 4_3 · •. 78 / 
/ 
47.53 ' 43~'5-3:' : .< ... 
. / 
.. ~ . . 
. ," - . 
,' 
~9~70 18.02 22.69 
s a .• 5 3. 2 o • 7 1 2 2 • 2 9 
60.26 24.70 21.89 
20.33 21.50 
Jl~~~~~-~· -n~--~~~J .. an~ •. u~o ~~~~.y-~r-~--~u.~~---+--~3~4~.]1~3~j-:3~4l..Jaflsr-~4fio~.22:3~1 · 4o.T~ · -. 21.67 21.10 
o.o .·. 34 .• 80 35 .• 07 37.57" . 40.53·. : · ·· ' lO . 
. . 
February· · . 20. 7 0 
'· . 
' . 
- . _ . -. .. 
. . March . l.S· j~. 75. · 4L 84. 20.30 
' . . ~'. 
. I 
.. . ...... 
. _- . 
. . . ··:-. 
t ' . ·. 
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data yeild the lines discribed by the following ·equations·: 
L = 0. 245 xl + 0. 311 x2 + 31.958 for males 
L = 0.448 xl + 0.641 x2 + 34.114 for females 
L = -1.294 xl - 0.865 x2 + 80.5.44 for egg- . 
carrying females ]' 
"'" L -0.398 x2 + 24.6 79 for juveniles. 
whe;re L is the length of' the anima~, x1 is the temperature 
cif the month and }{2 is the numerical value ·.of the motl'th in 
question, where Aprii is 1·, May· 2 ·; ..etc • . The ·equations in-
. . 
dicate that the mean length · of .the· population increases . 
. ' .~ : ~- ' . . . - . 
• 0 •• 
for males and f ·emal:·es in -the warmer '·m_onths and decreases 
in the cooler months, whil~ for - the egg-carrying females 
the opposite happens, i.e. , their length ·decreases with the 
warming of the .water and increases with the. cooling of it. 
The length of juveniles is independent: .of the temperature 
and depends upon the numerical value of the month. The 
expected sizes of each 
according to the above 
ca.tegor~ per rnon th , 
equatioJ s· are shown 
calculated 
in Table 6 •. 
The equatibris a;re discriptive h-q,t can be used. 
to predict the expected mean size of the categorie's of the 
' . . ' i 
ani mals in a certain month, if tbe water t emperatJre . is I I • • . . 
a-lso fit ' to the pattern ·qf ~ppearcln:c.e qf each 
~ : 
knoWn • . They 
category of shrimp in the ~popul~:t:i,..on. For example the 
. . . . ) . 
equation for the egg- <;:·ar_rying female~: describes. th~ d~~ 
creas'e i n the size o.f these animals· in the summer· an~ 
. . ~in<7reas.e .of their size ·in th~ c~ole~ · months. ·. A~rl·l wa~ :\ 
chosen to have the numerical :value of 1, b~pause the 'fi ;r;-st 
' ~ .. 
.. . . 
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60 
catch after the ·winter and th~ first egg-carrying. 
this month. 
2. Length-weight relationship. 
The regressi·on equations computed for th.e wet and 
. . 







7. On the basis of these equa~ions~ ,_.;plo'I:S .of 'i-ength..;.~e.ight · .- : :~}., 
. .. . . . . ' . ..  . . . . ' . . . . ~· 
r rela.tiqnships a:~;:e p.resen·~·ed i~ Fi~u~e-· 6 ~ ·. - ~· · . .. '.':,\'·. 
' ' ' : ; ' ' ' , • • ' . ' ' ; , . · ,., ' \' , ' ' • I • •f I ' o , , I • ' ' ' ' ' o ' A '~ , . · C ' ',:l •, ~ ~- · . · The ·female :r:egres~ion ~: line·. is .elevated ··higher ·:th'an ·· · . ·_,· . ··· ::·'C 
· ·the·. r.e~re~~·i~n.: i{ri~ . ~f · rit.a·~~·. :s~~i~p·~ ... ·ari~: .. ihe·. ~9'~.-dhcyirig . · ... _.:: · . : · .. ·~ .~ · · .. :: ·:r: .. 
' .. . 
· . .'·. · . • . . ' . ... . . . . ' .. ~ . . ·.· . . ' · _:· .· · •. • ·,:. ... . ' :. ·,· ~ · . . . ; . •'; . . •.. .t.' .· ~ 
. . .,iegressi'on . -~i11e .. is higl:1~r ~h 'elevati~r,· · ·~Jl_an· . tha't of_. f~Jnal~ .. ' . .. . · ' . . -~ .. . :·· ' . ·r:. 
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•' I ' • 
. . · ··' ~" , . 
~ . : . . . . ·. . : ·. .' ' ' - ~ '> ~ .. /: . : . . . :· . ~~. : . 
an~n\a'ls. This ~as expected, because. :the mass of · ·the eggs _ · · · ~ . 
.. . . . . - .. ·· .. · . ·:'; 
contribu1;:es,to the weight of . animals with~~t ·~.f·f~cti~:g . ·.·: 
-. 
. their 'lerig.th. · • 
Table ·a presents th.e ~alculated wet weigl').t •tor·· 
representative size. s~n~ shrimp and ni.unbe~s pe.r ~ilogratn. · 
. . . . . , .· 
. . 1 
·: :' .. ! 
.: ..... .)~ 
. . 
. '!'he ~egr~ssion pquation~, . as computed ,in ~.is · 
. . l 
. . ' ' ;,, . ·:f 
StUdy 1 ;;,re mUCh the Same .aS the eq\.IationS CalCUlated .for 
, • • . • • • ' ,. • • • • ~ t • l ... . . .~ ·. . . 
the s~nd . sh~imp by Haefner ' (i9~3): Comp~n:n9 Tabl~ 8 ·with ~ 
. . . . . . 
;·· ' . 
1 
. . . . . 
. , ;. . H~efner , ·s resUlts ;_ t . .'ca_p be said ~a·t . ~he. a~·;im·ais appear., .. ~. ··.: · .. 
. ' ·· · .. 
to b~ slight'ly heavie r in. · ch~sapeake Bay tha~ in· Long ·i?ond. · ·: 
o o ' 7 ' I • ' ' , : ' ' I ' • 
This . diffet:,ence might be. · due. to .weighi ng. er.rors:, . . al:though ~ · · .· ... . 
. . . . . . .. .... :. . ... . '-/ ": : 
this does not seem to be . ~rue, . :i.f . the -. ·larger .. ;.~ . . r . . • . I . ·:. 
animals are comp~red,, l;>~c~~s:e th~ . ~iff~~e~ce. . in··:·~eigqt ... i~~·'. ~· . -,_ :,· . : . . : 
' . . • ' • ' ~ • ~ ; "- . : . ' I . ' ' • .' . • 
·cr.eases for the· heavier :· :anim~ls .:. · on . the ·oth.er h'and.~ ·. ':the · -
. . ~ .... . • ' • • ·: ~-:. . • • •· •• • : · •• • • · ~~ :·. · .:· : . ' . ,. ·"' •. • -. . .. ... ; ... . ~0 - . 
·'specimens o; this . s tudy· .were.-' taken throughout ··-the · Yt?ar 1 : . · · ·· · · • · 
' ' • ' ••• • • • • • ' , ' I I . .. •.• • 
• ' . • • • • • •• • ' •• ..... • ~. ·: • • • • • • • • .. • ' · ': • ' J • : ; 
. whil~· the specime ns in Haef~e:i:,' .. s study ·we r e ·t aken only . > .. -. . .. 
· .. ~ .. . :. \ . /.· · · .. ·• · . ·" :·.· .. -_ .. · · . ' " ~. =·' · . · .· . ..::-~:--· · 
·' dur~ng :two_· m9ri-th_$· 11 n . spr,ing wh:~h ... more food mlgh t : ~e :av~;if;.: · ~- .. .. · _ . . · · 
·: . .'. /.'.: ,. . ..... . , , .. ~ ... ·•.. :>. ·~;f :~: ·· ·· .· . ...... ... ·_.:.· . .. ·:. ::;:·... . .. 
' : I ' ' ' • ' ' I • • ' : . ' ~ ••• ; '• ' • , ' • • • 1 ' 
, . 
. : . · ..":~ ' 
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.· - . 
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·· . . 
·. . .. · ~~ . . . 
. . ·~ .· ~: ... : . 
. ~ . . .. 
, · • .· 
·. ' .· . . .: 
~. . ' • • • ' 1 1° • • • ' . • • ' . ' 
~ \~)r: 57:"'~1:;{;•J}:.?.;FJ · ... •!4:~";;5.t~'~~i~~r:;•:,[:X\ . · .. -;t·i ~·:··.• •. ·• . :::.:• .. • ,o .. · ;,·. :~ .• , ;•·" ,,: ..• J · .. · · ' 
.. _.~ . - .:· . . ~ .. ~ -~ ·- . ' • 
: ~ · •• .• 0:: ~::R.'-,. :.: ... ,_ ~~ ~·.: .. · --_ ~.-:·:_·' 0 . 0-: ' , ·:· .. _ 
... . .  . · . . 
.. ' ' . ' • . · . 
. , . .. - .. 
· :.:;:·:~-J ~- : --, -· . . - . . 
.~ .- . ·. ·:.- . ' : =_~ ;' ' 
,: ·, ;>-:r -
:- ; -·l -{H ,,. >·-" 
::":'~-:·::.: l·_- -. ::_-_ · -.-.:·. ~ength.:..weight Rei~ti~nshi~·:;,~f ~ c~.angon ~ep_temsp.irio~·;;.: i.h_ ~bn~~~o~d·:. New£oundiand. 
·. ': .-··· -.. . -·. - .... .. ' Sex-~- wet, anc_:l dJ::Y. wedght', : minibe:r ·of . observa:tiol')s , __ .. t]le regressiqn equations, the 
._,.;_:::_~~ ·. correl-ation coefficient · arid- th_e :r;anges .in size a'nd weight·. - . . ·. -. · 
·: -::-:.·~· ';-• ,_" .- ·:: -. -.: ,-- '._ .· ' . ....... : : .. ·· .. .-.-_- .-· .. _: · .. >_: ·. - -~·- '- . -- -_- . . ~ >:·. - ·. ., . -
• - . ,._. _ :- ; ~·: , .• , r; 
. .... .. _._ • . ~ ~ -·~ ,-, .,,. - 1. • •• - ·. . , . ' ·f 
.-~ ... :: ~.::: ~. . -. . : "' . . . .. .. . ... . .·- . . 
'/'!: ' aEx : NU~ . ' C .i:QtiATitJii gg~~~~i~~~ ' (mm) RANGES (g 
:'t!;i·, .. ···., . . : OB~~~!(r , ' ' ' ' . . c ~ . :::~~~- , min~IGHT max, 
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-: : , : . . · .. · . -: -. 
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,_,_, _ _ · · ·. · .. · ·.·. . 3~i !:; _ · . .i6g: _w· =t~s~--3o~4_796::- + · 3.~25179_s :Log:·~. · · .: · · :o.9_.s~- :. ·24 56 o.69 _. 
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. , . -·. : :· . · .. ~ . : . . - ·_ . . ' 
.. 33~ - · . log ~ --= - -5.4943533 ' + 3.1636914 log ·~ ~;~9i 
.. ' . . ~ . . ~ .. 
'77 .3 .16 
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able; .this difference might have caused the small 
di.,screpancy, which otherwise · i.s not .. easily explained • 
·3. · Egg deveiopmen,t· 
. ·. , . . ·· 
' 
-' 
.: .... · .. : .,.The .s:tages . i:n .the develo'prnent. of the egg :were-.· 
· · · · . photo,g~ a~~e·d;- . ~~d . . ~lie!ie ... ppo_io·g;~P·~~ .. --~~-i-[_used ·to ~'~qdu·~e .. . : ·'· . 
. . ·.' '' : . ' . ) . 
. . · ... ~ :·.<: the . P1ate -'9. ... ~$ · .. · ·th~ · ·e.~g ,:Je~~·lo~ril~~~ is :. ~-· ci~ntln.uo~s ·b.i·~~-
. · ,· .··.· .. :.: logic~l: .p-~o~~du~·~, .. , ·th~ stb.~~~ ·: iricl~de~ --·in: this PJ,_~te · only "· 
' ' ' \ ' . ' ... '. ' ' ... . ' . . .... • ' 
: repr_esent a·· ~ew phas~,of· i 't, ~nd, qonsequently , · ar~ 
. - ' 
a,rbi tr~or-y. 
.. . . 
. The developm~~t of · t.~e egg in Plate 9 . is · 9.1assi-
fi~d in four stages w~ich are further subdivided: 
' \ '. . 
""7' 
Stage A.: -Oppe·r row·, from +eft . t'9 ri·ght. 
. . : .. ' 
... · . . 
·' 
.. ,f .. 
·.y- Ne:w:ly-laid, spheriqa,l eg~ - to .the :-s.·tarting .of ·gas.trul~tion. 
• .. •, , ' ~: . . . . . . • , ~ . . . . . . . . ' . . . . I . 






~-'.l A_-_2 : · . egg ~ enlqn.<;Jat_e~· _f ,n - ·?n~·: -.d~~e~er_; . · .. ~ : .. · '' ···1 ·  ,. ·--.~ ·.:· _' 
. • l•"'. '• . ' . 
'j · · . A3: ~gi~(_~ull_e ,~_. ·_sh~~e~: .- .-.- . · · _ ._. :.: -~· ... :· 
;_ · · A 4:, • g;..trui~tio;, ~~g. / ·. ' ' . . ;,· >, , .. ~· 
. ~/ -~- _- . ·., , _ \' St~ge <<B < ..·. -~-E:}~p~d · - r-ow ·, : :. ~~~~ :le~~: ·: ~~ ·::~i-gh:_t·_.:·_ •. :. ~_.·· ... ::··:;_--.. ~.::,_~· . ·- ·. · · ·;· · .. : . :_ · -· .:·: .. ·, ·>·: .:· :.· 
. ...;.-._·: .· ,ciastrulati~n>~na s.egn'le~_tat±on. -~ ·-· · :1 
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abdomen increased in length~ 
eye a].most full size, carapace and' . abdomen full size 
:but not ' 'separate. ' 
.. ' . . 
,. s 'tage -~ ~ ... ~a-~t ·~o\17 ,_>,£r:om · _l,eft · ':to:. r~gh~. ·_,  . · . . 
/ . . .. ··· ... : . · .. . . . . ·. ·. I.. : . . .. ·, . ' : 
Eye full'··size, .aJ:idonte-!1 'free ·_. _.from head ;,' ~<? y,olk y;ii:dbl'e and· · &hatch~~~> - .. ·. . . . . . . . ·. .. . . .' · ' 
·. ·' 
. •: ~1._: ~ :.ey~ ~~i~· - si ~e~~ · -~-ci~ln~n- .ir~·e fro~ he adj .. ~ci·'> :·. _.; ' · • . " ' ' .. ' ' ·t .. ' . .. 
D-·: pr·e~larvai- stage ,·""l~rva ·iull ~~ize_: :~~t.m'ed·. ·i~ .'~~: egg;' ·. 
. 2· . . ' '•. . ' .. · ·, ,,. . . 
.03: larva . hatch.in·g· . . _: .· ·· ·.· 
/ 
A zoe~, . jQst hatched is· shown· at low~r right'. 
These stages are similar ·~o those qescribe4 by 
''I • 
I 
.. .. ' 
· :· ... 
·-
.· .. :-. 
-·· 
.·.:. 
" , .'-. •. 
. . . . . . .. '-.~ . ' . 
., . z ....  
' i ' 
. - ,' :.- . . 
. ~ . . ·: .... ·.. . 
' ~ ... ~ . . 
.-} ·.:\ 
..·~ ... ' 
' 
' . . 
~ .. 
- ... . , 
. ..,.. . 
. ... 
. ~ ~ 
.... . . 
/- ~ \~.- - ·. 
. =·-- :. 
; ~· . 
· :' .:. 
'.- .. ·.~ · : 
>;. ' 
~ .' . ' 
.... ~-l •. 
. . .. 
. ..... . 
.. 
-= . • •• 
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I . . . 
B. Substrate-selecti~n ·Experiment •. . ! ' 
i . . P rel·l.min.ary . Ob.serva ~ion;s • ' . .' . ' ) 
. , .
a. \B"!-lrrawing behP.viour. ' .. ·. · 
.... · .· 
. . ·· __ · ... ·-. ··wh-~h-· burro.~iJ1g ·.the : sa~d· s_hrimp di~p-~aces the ;--sub-
, _ 1.· • ; &. • •• - •• - --
: s _tra_te : away by' ·synclironous' a:!fd .J?owerf~i ·-b~c;lting ()f -. al'l ~ .. .· .. ·. : -
.·.:· pteo.po_ds ;. · .. ~he. w~~~_in·~·\eg~ - .-~-~~~-~~ ·s.ii9~~{~-- - 6-utw_~rd ·:·~n.ci :. · :- ..... ~)1: . ·: :  .. ~ - ~ 
backw~~d ancf make. shuf£1.~n·g . -tnovern~nt·s ·~· ·usua-ily .·the · :f~rSt. · - ·•· ·'·· 
. . . . . - . '. . ' -. . . ~ ~ . . . 
. • - • ~ • .• • . .J • • •• ., • 
two pai.:r:s pf ' the . peraeopods are ' noldi~ the s.ub~trate ·. 
.. · , . . . 
.. - .- . ..· 
"When a small ,_' 'long,' hollC),; · h.as b~en excavate~d the animal 
. \ . 
f> ' 
.- ·, 
' ' flexes .its bqdy -2-3 . times, p'r.obahly forcing water 6u:t of 
. I ../ . . . . 
the gill chi:unJ:?ers _?tnd ·pushing the substrate out._,an(!. up. 
. . ~ '. ·, . . . 
· ~i,th the_se ~veme;nts the substrate is.pushed around. its_ 
. ' ·.·.. ) . '· ' ' 
~ ' ' • ~ . I • ' ' • • ' :: . • ~ • . 
sid~_s. · ~s_ . a . ·result: the ' _body .s;nks. slowly c;:iown· and ·-obtai-l'ls 
--- ' '- :_ , · ·._. _: ·. ·.· ·· . ·· . . ·· ... ·. · -·.:- ':'-.'.: : .. ··· . 
· ~ ~~~-~;t' ho~~~~~.tal ·pos~·tion·,~i~h ·t~e· .. ~~ph~~~th~1f~X slig?-~ly · 
: • • . , • • . ' I ' ' • • ' ' ,', , . ' . . •, ,. 
·inclined upwards·. ' ·· This action· lasts about · 10 .sec; b .ut · the . 
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'rhe shrimp partially covered in . the ·hollow 












.The . shrimp p~rtially covered ·with '. the~elpof 
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PLATE 12:·· Late~.J;al view of a shrimp almost covered. 
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~he distribution .of Crangon · sept~mspinosa in · the various 
sub,strates, and' their · degre~ . 9f choice. 
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I . 
size se~~ction experimepts. 
~ 
· A chi-tsquare test was applied to test the null 
hypothesis that the animals selected all of . the ten 
substrate 'choices in random fash~pn, according to the 
_( 
e~pect~~ Poisson freq~enci~s. The probability that there . 
, could be a la~ger va:)..ue o.f chi-square was . <0.05~ the 
~ hypothesis of random seiection was rejected in the particle-
. ' ' --
size selection .experiment. ·~ 
' . r:J;he· animals selected s'tilistrate material fr'om 0 .'00,2 
.· • 
to 2 ~ 000 ·nun,. ·. Fi~n~re .. 7 . shows 1 ~hat more ani"Pia.ls preferred· · · · . • 
' ' f. ,' I ' 
sarid, -'fol~owed by fine sand, very · fin_e sand~ ... c.ourse .sand 
and finally, silt, ~lay ·and very coar~e sa~d. ·. The . 
. . . , 
statistically simi~ar . choice~ are marked on 'Figure a_ which':.-,~.,, _, 
also shows.· the distrib-ution of the animais on. semi-
logarithmic· sc~le .. It is clear th~t the attractiveness of 
the partie!~ sizes · ne.xt to ~e· sand -~smaller, and choice. · 
. ' 
for particle sizes . further on the measuring scale is even 
·t. ' ' . . 
more' · reduced. Selectivity · towards b:i,gger particle sizes 
falls abruptly ~nd no shrimp were found to.bu~row in '-· 
substrates ·bigger than 2 mrn. Small particle selectivity 
decreases smoothly, indicating that the shrimp may bukrow· 
in_ smal_lei particl~-sized ~ubst_~·ates. 
·3. Substrate-colour.- selection. 
Appendic13s 5, 6 and 7 and Figure 9 give the . 
results of 3 ·replications of 'substrate-colour. selection,. 
A chi-square ·test was appli~d to test the n.u11 
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The number of C. sep-tem·api-nosa in the various .substrate 
c'olours. Horizontal lines indicate~ statistl.cal.ly sirni'lar 
·choice . 
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.. .!, ~ • • • • • ' • 
. , 
' ~ ', .. •... ' ,_~. :. ~:r.. fi~~:J . > ~ -£: 
. I 
8'2 'I .. 
, . 
. , 
,.,. . . . ' . . . . . -
choices randomly, ·according to· the e:i!pected -Poisson;·· 
. . . ' , . . . - . 
' . frequencies.· The probability that there · could be ·a 
I .• • .. . ... 
large value of chi-:square was.~ · 0. 05; ·thE! hyp~~hesi ·s of 
' . . . 
Ta~dom . seleqtion was· rejected in ·the colour. ~election . 
...... . . .. . . ·. ..., , . . \: , ·. ' . . . 
experi~ent. . T~e _· s?rimp showed ·p~efere~c:;e an? _they · ~re 
. . . . . . . ~ ' 
attr.acte~_ by the colo!lr Q/. the ~ubstra~e .• · .... 
. . ' . . ~" - . ' ·. ' . ' . ' . .· 
.. . 
. ' 
The ani~ls selected the colour brown as their 
' ' 
.. . 




. .. . 
· · .· · ~- first preferei;t~e,: foilowihg b~ gold-~ and~/;. _greem~-~rey,_· . ~ · . 
' ' • • • • • • • .. ; . • •' l ',. · • ... ··' 
.. . 
.. · .. ·· ' beige-s~nd~ . and ·whi te:..grey. . The. statistic~il~ simi·la'r -~: · 
,. '. . . ' ' . . : ' ,' ' .. . . . . . 
shown wit~ ho~iz~:ntal ~ines ~~- rig~re ;. 9 .. ·. ;: .. _- ' . 
•• 
. chQi~es ' are. 
·' 
. . In bqtlt~ e.xpe~-~m~n~s . ~~~f~~e~c:~s· · p~twe~.~ th~ .' .- . ·· 
. :·.· . . . :· 
,. : . 
' . ~ ~ 
. ; 
• j. ' • ' • • •• ' , • •• replicat~oii's were 'obse'rV.ed but, wh~n tes~ed, ._· none o-,; ·them.' 
. ·was· :s~isti_c·~~~Y sigpifi~~~t~ 
.. 
. . 
• • t ~ 
• 
' . 
. . ' . . ,· . . \ ' . 
' • ' I ' f ' 
.Daily ~easure·n1~nts·· o(·salinity, .- _.cohduftivity an~ 
pH ·9f ~e r~nn:irtg . sea w'ater . show~d :tittle .variat~on in 




.. ' . Trials'(irun . in different ·t·eptp~ratures showed no . 
dif~~reric~~ . -in/~he ~esults.-:·. ·~· . "' . ,. 
. , 
1 . ,.,; .. · 
}:~. ·Feeding·. Experime'n ts 
. . 
1 Gr~':'th was measured as . increas·e in weight, 
increase· i 'n length, moul_ting freque~cy arid . g:i::owth'.'rate • 
. ~ ' . . 
Survival of. the a·nimiils was also determined·. · . ~ · · 
. \ ' , ·.. .. . . . - ' 
'r . . . ' . , ! . 
·1.• Increase in 'the Weight· and .th·e· LEm51th· .·• · 
. . Q. ~ . . . l . - • 
The · computed regre~~fon '· equition~ · for the · weight 
. - . 
·. - .. 
' . 
and lengt9 · Hl~tt 
9. The ·equations single -~iets tlfi,the first fe·e~ing .. 
"" • . 
. . 
:- :. ' ' 
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lleqreaaion· equ~tion• ro:.:, the Weight and' th.• t.enqthvn the variOIIII dieti tor both 'the 











' • • • 1 
·. · M~eel U -'· 
•. ' ' ' ' . . -· 
·• '· rt;-
.c~pl~.n •r · · ·, 
Caplin II 
:I:etramin . 
~quid + Mussel 
. ' . 
Squid +'_Caplin 
' .. 
' Squid + Tetramin 
·Muaael ; . Ca~lin • 
Mussel + Tetramin 
Caplin + T~tramin 
• ' 
,. 
_scjpid '!' Musse 1 +. Caplin I - · 
Squid · + Mussel · +I•Caplin II · 
Squid + ' Mussel+ Tetramin 
'squid + Caplin + 'l'etramin 
Huaael + CapLin + Tetramin 
. . 






. ' . 
. '' ( 
_y,.. _l.76esJJo ·.+ ·i.o6226ax · · · y- 1.e6~\ss•· + .Loo24ss4x·: 
.Y • 5 '.4579788 + 0,978.342?9x . y ' • 9.~847207 + o.8270llB6x· 
y ,.; · g.cil92796, : =t·l;006~578x : y ' • Ei'.188SB22 .t · 0.90955.460x 
.y • -'1~~·4~7386. +'~·.98310l96x, y : ._ 7.0221834 + o ;92144672x 
~ '' • I ' ' ' ~ • • , ' • ' ' 
Y .• ·. s_. 4a.B9940 +. o..9692095Sx · y~._ 4;7iall62 ·+ o·.9221JJlex 
1 • · J.s2ossis ·+ o.99614889x 1 ' ·':'· 2.Ji!02461 .+ o.9a7279S7ic. ~ 
y • 0'.9288729 ·+);0"38381}Jx y • ·1.5929_519 + 0.99042'766x 
y. • 6.2996742 + . l.0361424x y - · 1.9146838 + L.~2.6J603xf 
y • 3.8595582 + o.999Jl386x y • 5,76~.787 .8 + 0.9024ll8Sx 
y • 3 . 940.2980 + ~.99574447x y • 2. 7661438 + 0.9729733x ·· 
... 
I 
y • .6 :,15H9l9 + o.~9B42S08x y • s.s2~1y~ + ·o;.91634J54~ 
y . • 4 . 833038~ + l.0523625x y 1.'a.n~~fl + l.Ol62122x. · .,. 
y ~ - 0.92412172 + l:o31196Sx y • . 1.0785331 + l.ooi6957x 
y ~ 7. 40S2978.' +- l.Ol9308B·x 
y - 7.·5_827011 + 0.99580604x 
. ' 
y • 7 . 6655428 + 'l.0073363x 
y • 3.3799389 + l.003477lx 
y • 4.89132.55 + l.0283324x 
y · • 7.5002547 ,+ Oo97817966x 
y • 1.5319~7( + 0.945539~0x 
y · • 5.5225561 + 0.93S78850x 
y. • 4. 7794900 + o. 95823682x 
., 
.Y • ; 6.~~58342 +. 0,90S73573x 
·' 
y • .: 2 : J40l0~9 + 0.98l,8437x ·· 
I 
Y· • ' 6.1747904 + 0,909267Jlic· 
y.• 4.'9453861 ·+ o.B90'772llx 
y ·• ~ .94s3~6~.,a9on2u~ · , • _ Sta~ved 'I 
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' Figu.res 10 and ' 11. 
• 
experimehb. are 
from all -the comparisq,ns niade·,,show .. 
~hat~.J · 
L :) , ·The~e is 
. . _. - ~le-~ 
.. 
significant difference between males and 
' . 
on the same diet in the weight .. and the length 
increm~nts l · · . ' il . 
\ 
·ii. T})ere 'are ··n'o significant di'fferences in the regre~sion 
• \ I 
\ . . . 
lines · of the ., first and second , feeding ':experiments with 
' • J 
the ·same food, except for the shrimp· fed squid. The 
• 1 • ' . . • . ' • • 
. ·, - . . . . . ' 
. reason· for this '· d,tfference 'was ,not understood. · ~ 
.. 
For . c::ompar-ison purposes,. the average pr_e...:~ouit 
~ · .. · . . ~ 
. length ~q. weight _of . all ·animal~ .in ·the, first fF!eding ' 
. - . . . -. 
. ~-xp~rimentwas · caicuia:ted, . . bei~g 41.27 inlri·~anci.Q:s9 g .' 
o ' ' ' I . ' ' , ' ' .•.· 
._, ... 
w~re 'fi t~q to the _regression: •' 
• I I / 
respectively~ 
. "' . . .. ' I • . ,/ , 
:These figures 
·. equations _of Table 9 and the calcu1_ated.l results are shown 
. . . . " . J. ~ 
in ;Fig:ure,
1 
12 ·for tpe ~eight ai)d Figure ,1,,3 .for the l'e~gth ~ 
. . 
-It .is iri'terestin,g to· notice the similarities -of·. the:results 
in . the weight and ,leng~h, although the r'measur~memts of the 
"' \ • ' • • f ' :· . • • !_ • 
first are based on a time basis and th~ seG;lonq·~- on the 
mou1tin'g· • 
I . .I \ 
· Statistical differences betwe~n the die~ exist. 
These are shown in Appendix 8 for the weight 'anq Appendix 
· 9 ( for the length. The pattern .of similarities -and 
statistical differences is complex • . · However, .from these 
·resul t ·s it. can be seen that the best increments were .· 
. . ' . . ' 
given by the die.ts wi.~h mus~el and_ al~ · truJ' c~n.ations of: 
Figures 12 and 13 .no d' - ~:t .with musse.l ·· 
~· .  
. l : ' 
I 
foods with it . In 
' d 
\ 
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I · Figure 10 
. ' 
.I 
-. The. 9rowth diagr'ams for the weight on a '15 day basis 
for the single 'diets and the starved. : ' · 
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--~lle Hiatt· growth diagr_ams 
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• • • Comparative post-moult length of the ·diets for the average 
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appears after 'the diet of squid. Then, all the remaining 
.. 
combinations with squid and capliJl appear. TetraMin 
apRears wherever it is combined with squid. These diets 
ga'{e smaller ipcrements. tdn tho~e including mussel. Small-
~ l~st increments in the weight and. the length were .'observed in 
diets .of TetraMin and its combination with caplin. Finally, 
t:,he smallest growth was observed in the starved lot.' In 
) . ,.. 
the ~eight there· is no diet similar to it~ all diets have 
.. . \ . 
. , significant difference :With ~.t.' For the length, similarities· 
\ . ' . - . 
were . found . in the diets -TetraMin ~nd C+T. 
From these s~miia~ities and-the significant 
' differe~ces J. t ~s ·possible to. clas~ify the tre'atments ·and 
distinguish four groups. 
. . 
·a.'. ~sel group, w~ich includes ~e diets, Mussel, 
I S+M+C, S+M, S+M+.T, M+T, M+CtT, S+M+C+T, M+C. 
. ..J ~'. Squid and Fish· gr,bup~ ·which includes the diets, Squid, 
I . 
S+.C, S+'l', _Caplin, ·s+C+T. · 
y'. TetraMin group, which includes th~ diets, T~raMin, 
C+T and · · 
./ 
6'. Starved group; 
' 
The groups are rnai:'ked on Fi~res 12 and !'3. Although minor 
differences in the position of each diet within ~e · g~oup.s 
exist, the groups . ~re still separate from each ?ther • 
. I ;Accordi~g to Lockwood ( l969) · and Wilcox and 
Jeffries· (1974, 1976), . starva.tion 'of Crari.gon spp. can sti'11 
result in moulting and growth. Hydration levels are plso 
' ' 
... 
H;, , ...... lf!I~FIW-IP'P'~1·--··-·~-----:"'---:-~· 1 • ....._,---:--....... ---:----- ·,· .. ·~~. -. :~ ... ·---•• ~. r 
I 0 ••,:fJ ~· •. ' ' · ~ • ....... , .. ,' ' 
. . . 




. I . 
. f · 
·• 
' , ' j- ' . . 
:· ' 
... ' .. , ' 
..). -;.! 
. . I 






















who are not Cesting ' a<jeguj!ll:e• high in starved shrimp 
. ~ . 
amo~nts of food and, presumably, water replaces metaboliz~d 
tissues. Tnis may be the reason for the small increase·of 
1 . .. 
length in the starved group in the experiments, and this · 
may h~ve resulted in the non. significant diff~ences with 
. ..·: ~~ 
Tetj'aMin and C+T, which 
1 
appear .to be poor diets. 
2 • cid anal ses .· 
Although the objective of this study was . not· to 
deal with food composit~on,; crlnino a'cid .. imalyse·s · were made 
to cla~ify· whether .- the amino· acid composit;ion·~ o'f . th.e ... diet~ : .... 
, . 
. ' 
. . . 
. ' i' 
· Phi ll:itps'; .. and Broc_kw ay ( 1.9 56) , an4 o'gin? ( 19 6 3) : 
. sugges.ted : that the f~ed having ~n essential :amino acid 
. ,. . . ·', . 
composition:· sim-ilar to that _of: the. obje~tive animal wou.ld 
t . • . .. .. ' 
be the best. Deshi~aru and Shigeno . (1972) supported this 
\ 
. ~; • 4 
suggestion and showed a close relation between the. · 
distributio.n of the amino acids, especially the basic ones,..._ 
of the body of the ~nimai under study; ·and the feed 
. ~ . ' . . 
. . effici.,.ency of the · diet • 
... • . I• .. 
The results. of the amino- aci<;l' analyses . are shown 
~n 'T.abl:e 10 •. The compositions were ·comparable to · 
Deshimaru and Shigeno (1972): glutamic acid _ predominates 
. . ' :.. . 
.. 
. and aspartic -~cid follows. Leuc'ine, lysine and ·.argini ve 
' ~ 
range from~ 5-10%, while' methionine and Q.istidi'ne range 
f, • { I ; 
from· 2-3%. ' Their ranges in the table of the Japanese -' 
<;iuthors are 1~.:..18%, 11-14%, 7-9%., and . 1-3.% . respectively: 
tr: 
The s;i..milarity of . the, amino acid composition 
.. . 
, .. 
..:• · ---- ----·-~-~-
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TABLE 10 " 








'(*) . Ratio(**) \ · ·aatio :\- . Ratio 
' 
Ratio 
Aspartic. acid 6.74-4 12.967 5.032 11.399 5.440 '11.109 6.150 11.606 
Threcinine 2.257 4.340 2.669 6.146 2~312 . 4. 722 · 2. 380 . 'h492 
serine 2.214 4.257 2.258 . --5.155 
....:. 2 ·.056 · 4.199 2.373 4.478 ' Glutamic acid 6.718 12.917 5.813 13 . 168 8.422 17.I98 6.972 13.157· 
•. Proline . 1.930 .· 3.710 ·. 2.006 4.544 ,.. 1.633 3·.384 1'. 923 3.629 
. . 
· Glycine · · 2.479 ' 4.767 1.992 4.513 1.73l .~ 3.535 L073 5.799 
Alanine 2.764 5.315 · 2.132 4.830 2.765 5.646 3.678 6.942 
Half Cysteine ' 0.406 0.782 0.325 o. 736 ,0:331 0.635 0.372 0.702 
Valine 3."185 .6.124 2.555 5 .,798~ 2.408 4.917 2.973 5.610 
Methionine 1.321 2 .5'40 . 1.165 ·2:'639 1.376 . 2.810 1.699 3.20.6 
Isoleucine 2. 752 . : . 5.290 2.217 5. 042 . 2.605 5.320 2.236 4.420 
Leucine . 3.942 . 7.580 3.237 7.337 4.184 8.544 4 '.695 . 8.861 
Tyrosine 2.312 4 .-446 1.863 . 4.220 1. 504 . 3.079 . 1'~693 3~194 
Phenylalanine 2.962 5.ii90 . 2.129 ! 4.833 1.863 
-
3.809 2.965 5.595 
Lysine 4.071 . - .. 7. 839 3.661 8.294 4.751 9 .:b~ 4.827 9.109 Histidine 1.635' -6.036 1 •. 086 2.470 -1~ 001· : 2. 4 ' 1 ~.313 2.478 
Arginine '3.059 5.882 2.379 5.399 3.2.47. ' 6.631 2.917 5.505 
NR3 0.831 1..601 0.671 1. 623 .. 0 . 639 1~305 0.530 1.000 
Cysteic acid 0.047 0~091 0.036 \ · o ·.o82. 0.058 0.119 0.035 0.066 
Taurine 0.105 ·o. 202 0.3'68 0.834 . 0.158 0.323 0.063 0.118 
Hydroxypr~line - - - -· - - - -Citrulline 
-
,.. 0.105 0.238 ~ 
-· - -Cystathionine 0.049 0.094 0.036 . 0.081 0.018 · 0.037 0.029 0.055 
Hydroxylysine 0.057 o .. uo 0.006 0.013 · o. ou·· .. 0.084 0.045 0.084 
y-Aminobutyric 
- - - -
. 0.006: . 0.012 
- -. 
,. 
0.204 Ornithine 0.055 . 0.106 0.164 ' 0.372 · 0.100 0.011 0.021 
Ethanolamine 0.071. 0.148 0.084 0.191 0.266 . 0.543 0.039 o·.o1;3 
3-Methylhistidine 0.028 0~054 .. 0.019 0.043 0.034. 0 •. 069 
- -
TOTAL .. 52.006 , 100 : 44.143 100 . 48.969 
' 
·100 52.986 100 
• 
(*) Amount of amino acids in d~ weight of crude protein residue· 
(**) Composition rate of each amino acid to tota~ amount of amino acids in: the ·residue part 
II 
---. 
~ l . 









~~~- 20.177 ;2~ . . . ;,_ 7.746 
Li-25 6.·666 
1::is5 5~228 
: 0.107 0.415 
1.255 4.843 
0.566 2.184 
; 0.949 3.662 
1.899 7 .• 327 
.. 0.630 2.·4 30 
. 0.958 3.696 
1.486 5.734 
0.515 1.987 
1.669 6. 4 39 
0~567 2.198 
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TABLE 11 -~ 
Similarity of the amino acid composition pattern 
of the single diets to t:.hat of shrimp 
Amino acid , Mussel Squid C~plin TetraMin 
Aspartic ' acid 
- - - -
Threonine + . * \ * * 
_serine + * i; * * 
. Gluta,mic acid . * + * + Proline + * * + Glycine . : · * . - - - + + Alapin_e- . ' * * * + < Half , Cyst·eine 
- * * * * 
- Valine * ' - ·- - -Methionine . * * 
. 
+ * " Isoleucine * '* - -Leucine *' ~ + + * ' 















' Arginii1e * + * + 
cysteic acid '* * * * Taurine ' ):.(.· + * 
,, 
* * ' ~ Cystathionine •':'""' * .* ~ .. * 0 I '•.J. Hydroxy lysine . . '* *" * 0 ' ' · '· ; Ornithine · . . * * I * 0 Ethanolamine * * . * 0 3-Methylhistid~ne * * 
-,. 
0 •. 0 
-
similar amine . '\ 17 ·14: 13 8 -.ac~ds 
' 
* Similar amino acid composition-rate within the range of 
+ 0 .. . 5% ' f~om th'at of the . shrimp 
+ Over the range 
Below the .range 
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pattern of the diets : to that of the sand shrimp is 
presented in a sitnpl~f~ed, wa~ in Table 11. 
I 
The amino acid com~os~tion in the mussel is closest to 
that of the s~rimp • . TetraMin ha~ a compositio~ar 
different from that of' the shrimp, being short 'in in-
\ F I 
'dispensable amino aci\ s such as isoleucine, pnenylalanine, 
lysine and histidine. \ Squi~ and caplin are intermediate. 
· 3. · Maul ting and Moulting frequency 
' . , \ I 
The m~ulting f1e9uency at the water temperatu~e · 
·~f ~3°c . wa.~ ~1!im~te~ ·f\~om, . th~ . records of. the : ani~als an4 · 
J.~ l.sg~ven · rn Tabl·e . 12 \1~~; the four . groups. ;For this 
purpose the animals were classified in size 'ci ass.es · · 
' ·\ , • I 
acco~~ing to their length. Animals1 of 30-39 mm ln total . 
. \ ,. ., ' \. 
length were put in the 411 size class and ani mals of 40-49 
mm, in the IV size clasJ . 
\ ' 
- TABLE 12 
I 
Mouljing 
. I . 
freq~e.ncy . ~ co~fidence limits . of Cr>angon sep t ~ 
· · \ 13°. · d 
1 
· emsp~nosa at C J.n ~ys 
. \ . 
I 
Diet groups I . !~II SJ.ze Class 
1 ( 30-39 nun) · 
,. 
Mussel ·'group 17 + 1 
Squ~d and Fish group 
. , . . ' 
. 
20 + 2 




21 + 2 
minim. 42 + 7 
.. 
.. ~-- ---«··-
: _: ;. . ' ' . ... . :· .. .. 
' .-., - \ .t' , · •• { ·· .a · • • 
: .. . ... . . ' ~ , .... ~ . ' . ' ·• ' 
i ' 
:tv Size Clas·s 
(40-49 mm) 
2_0. + ·1 
24 + 2 
I 
-
25 + 3 
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\ 
The intermoult period of the starved group is 
,_ 
hypothetical, given ·only . for comparison purposes .. It was 
estim~ted on the basis of survival from the day of the ·· ·. 
ob'served moulting - if an·y - ~P to the d~ath of the shrimp. 
/ 
The Mussel group has the short~st intermoult 
.period; the same periods for the two remaini~g. groups 
intermediate and greatly ~verlap, probably .because th~e 
is not much difference in "their nutritive · value;. 
.The moult~ng frequency was est~~~ted sep~rately·· · 
_·;. 
fdr the males and females ·in the two size classes.fqr· the 
diets of the . long-: term 0 e~periment and the common ' diets 0 of' 
·.:· :· .. ,, . ' 
: 
I 
. . , '· . 
Jt_he_ two feedi!J.g experim~nts .. 'T.his; is giv~n in. Table 13 ":- . · 
.., . , . 
. and Figur~s 14 and' 1~. The'se ·figures show· that the · int.er~~-
--- ~ ' / 
mo~lt period .a·t the, ·same. ·temperatu.re (i) . ·increases with 
• I 
\ 
the ·increasipg ~.lze, _i.e. b.J;gger'· shrimp would niouit less 
. I . .. · · 
freque-;tly, than ~e smal.le~ ones i ( ii~ increas~s towards 
, . ' ,, . " ' .. .. ~ . . 
less effective diets_; anq (iil) there · i~ al). indic~tion 
. . 
that female shr~mp' would moult 'mdre ofte~ · than · the males 
. . ... 
i n diets with high nutri ti·onal value and less frequ~ntly 
. . ' .. . . -
..; I 
ip diets with lesser nutritional· value. · : 
Morta1iti~s occur red. during . moulti.ng; the moul t 
t'ailures observed In tq-e tanks were classified.in three 
categories:-
i. . Direct-fatal moult failure: The . shrimp w~re found· 
de~d in the tanks in the .morning. ~ . . In al+ t he · cases : t he 
' · .... ~ 
carapace part 9f· the· old exoske leton was fo.und incomple tely 
• • t' . •• \... ' I · . ~ , . , 
deta7a~eririg, the he ad o f the i~r~mp. , , No mat~ef> if 
. 
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III size class + 
Confidence Limfts 
.. "'-' 
15,. 81 ' ± 1. 32 
. 
. ' 
' 16.08 ± 1.52 
-
.. •17. 50 ± 1. 38 
. 
17 •.. 31 · ± '2. 59 
: 
18.21 ± 1~58 
. 
. 
17.69 :.± 1_.90~ 





.. 36 .oo 
/ 
~ 




± ·2 • . 3{ 
' 
± 5.00 
'± 7. 89' 
-± 12.64 







IV size class + 
Confidnece Limits 
21.03 ± 1.01 
-
- . .. 
-· 
\. ). 8 .15 ± p .·96 
' 2l.08 .·o ~ 88 · d "± 
... 
f 





' ,, 20 .·oo ± 2.10 
' . 
.. .. 





22.60- ±' 2~92 
.. 
23.95 ± 1..62 
' 
- ~ 
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Moulting ,intervals for the . common di~tS. : of .!J-he' 'feeding 
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·Moul~ing i9~ervals ,for the cqmmon diets of the feeding 
experiments: Days ± Confidenc~ .limits per sex in the Ili · 
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the shrimp was able t<? free itself from the abdomimal part 
of the cuticle, death occurred invariably within a few hours. 
ii. Indirect-fatal moult failure: In this case the shri~p 
were able to free themselves from all the other parts of 
the old exoskeleton, except the lower front one. They were 
not able to withdraw their 2nd and 3rd maxiliipeds and 
pereiopods from'the old cuticle which remained there, keep-
•-, 
ing all these parts tied together. The shrimp were not 
able to burrow and usually remained above the .substrate; 
they were lying on their side, making occasiona} spasmodic ( 
, movements tryi.ng to free . them.sel ve$ from the exoskeleton. 
After 2 to 4 _days, the shrimp died, probably because of 
breathing difficul tie's. 
1 · 
.J 
.iii. Partial-moult failure: The moulting in,this case was 
almost regular. The shrimp were able to free themselves 
from the front part of the exoskeleton but not from the 
abdominal part. The behaviour of these animals was normal 
during eating and burrowing. They were active and seemed 
healthy. However, the remaining part of the old cuticle • 
was absorbing water and day by day it was turning to·opaque. 
1 
From the records kept it was noticed that all.these ~himp 
invariably died after they passed t~e day of their expect~d 
/moult. None of them survived to moult again. The cause of these 
deaths was not understood. The -e1<:act physiological mechanism 
of hydration is unknown, but perh.aps it involves the 
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4. Growth rate 
As an overall check of the results of the weight, 
length, and moutling frequency, the growth rates per 
week for the animals in the various diets was determined. 
i 
This was calculated from the moulting frequency and the 
increments of length between mqults, in relati~ with 
the number of observations in each diet· or group. These 
growth .rates for each diet and group are shown in 
Table 14. · Si.ze. classes and sexes are separated in the · 
~ ( 
table, and the numbers of observations are marked. · For 
more detailed data, Appendix 10, separates the first 
from the second feeding experiment. · As can easily be 
seen from the growth rates the classification of the 
diets in the order and the groups stated is j-ustified. 
Table 15 gives comparisons· of the . sexe~ . and·· 
the gFoups. It is shown in the table that the growth 
rate df the smaller animals. (III size class) is 
higher than the bigger animals (IV· size class). 
.. 
general rule, the -growth rate -is smaller in less 
As ' a , 
effective. diets and the males have smaller growth rate 
. 
·than the females. The latter happens with the exception. 
;, 


























































ur alte elaaa 
DIETS 
g:9.,1:!. 
IUW!! . rEMAI.i 
N M 
(*) N 
Muaael i .3527002 11 •1.55469)1 19 1.9315191 36 
t .. t+T 1.5419361 14 1,U66U , 1.5697119 17 , 
S+M l.0547U5 n I. 19513ll ] 1.2230022 15 
S+H+C 1.1094191 -l1 I.U919U 14 1. )151029 31 
S+H•C+'!' l.llli2JS u 0 . 9l902U 5 1.1155379 21 
tttC+'r l.OU217l I Q. 777177 5 0.9546.635 13 
H+C , 0 . 7114736 1l 1 . 603053& I 1.09~4017 21 
H+T 0.72]]JJ 16 2 , 17241)7 2 0 , 8843411 11 
Avara9e fof the 
ttuaaal C%0\Sp 
I. 2610555 'Ill 1. 5215023 59 1. 3504062 112 
squid 
-
1.061518) 26 ~"' l5 o.H152ll H S+C a. 1119417 ' 415 ' 0,920295 u 6 &+C+T 0 . 5175911 u 0 l Q .6391421 16 
S+T 
o . 715555 ~~ U7 ) 0.6547971 15 
Caplln 0 , 6]01513 l 516 ) 0.6045101 11 




It 0.1112593 91 
Tett·-in 0 . 505~545 9 O.HD JOlOl 6 0 . 515 2139 15 
C+T o."slln 12 o:•nnl6 ) o . •9lllll 15 
. 
Averafitf rot the O. UU211 u 0.5144541 9 0.5042161 )0 
• To tr -1 n Gfoup 
Starved k·.2ff52l1 • 
! 0 . 2665231 4 I 
I 
/ tt.Yel'aQe for tho o .zusan • .ltai'Yed 0,2665231 • 
1' 1 !G<awth uto of cfx I ofc!l + (Growth nu of 9 x 1 ot91 • 
(Total I of c! on4 Q in the chul 
1"1 [Gl'OWth rOte of ttl oho c1aos x t of !d+ 
. 1 ... ,...., ' 
\ 
IV ala. chaa 
MIUZ ruw.z 
N H 
0.1613511 ]I 1:37~1944 21 
0.9079491 ll O.HHHl 1 
0.95U"l 11 1. 050000 2 
o . 7149341 ]] 1.0116803 15 
o.7o7tUI 10 0.995091 • 





0. 7692307 14 1 , 16UU 11 
-
0.1210104 llt 1.1171527 10 
0.4406991 31 Q,U511H 15 
-o. 3987341 1 a. 7tollu 5 
0 .2U2307 1 1.0201333 2 
0.451U29 12 o. 74oll46 · 5 
0 . 3256101 16 o. 3515105 
' 




0 . 42<242 l 0.26H227 3 
0.2411791 • 0,3043471 l 
0 .3197492 7 0 .27545]! • 
. o.U2107 • 
0.122107 • 
r •. 
111 ··~ •• liae c laaa 
·~?£~· AVai'I«Je Of the ••• clauea 
(') N , .. , N 
1.01011,11 65 l.lll0552 101 
o.no1221 20 1.21U069 37 
O.UUUI 13 1.1039661 28 
0 .lzt5422 48 l , OUU74 19 
' 
O. IU7026 19 0.,15661 40 
0.930724~ 15 0 .9411lU 28 
0.7047766 u 0,!415557 35 
0.9441022 25 0.!190863 43 
0 ,9jll511 219 l.il709Jl 391 
o.U954ll 4l Q,76369l~ 81 
0.5129706 11 o. 730270 2 23 
0.7702991 l 0.6591516 19 
0.5165457 1,7 0.5919761 12 
o. Jl56746 25 0 , 4321791 39 
I 
0.50 75738 102 0,6578496 200 
o : l450l25 6 o. 1665905 21 
0.2Sl97l 5 o.uHon lO 
0.3036411 11 0.4504034 41 
o.U2I07 4 O,lf4US • 
' 
0.121107 4 o.ituss I 





























III & IV 










d'& ~ • 
d' 
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Mussel group Squid & Fish group · Te~amin group 
N N N 
i. 2610555 113 
1. 5215023 59 
1. 3504062 172' 
0. 82 8010 4 ''199 
~.11 77527 . 80 
0. 9,338522 219 
0.8066703 . 69 
0. 83346•56 , 29 
0. 814259·3 . 98 
0.4082315 67 
0 . ·6978314 35 
0.5075738 102 
1.0221933 25~ 0.6101354 136 
1. 2891284 139 . 0. 7592425 64 
. -
1.1170933 391' · 0.6578496 290 
0··.4998281 21 
0.5244548 9 
-·a: 504216-1 ~0 


















.N = nUmbe~ of observations. • ca: cu1ations as in Tab l e ~-
\ ). · 
. . 
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- I Daily observations disclosed the survi'val within 
. 
all the diets. Appendix 11 gives the days of survival 
' ". for the diets in the first and long-term feeding experi-
ments and Appendix .12, for the second feeding experiment. 
The per cent survival in the common diets of the two t 
feed~ng experiments was combined with the survival in the 
long-term experiment and is shown in Figure 16 • . ·-In this 
figure it is shown t.hat rnus~el ,· as . a diet, had. higher . 
- . . . 
survival than all the d1ets, including the diets ·in· its 
. . ' group~ S+M+C has l<?wer. survya_! than mussel. The survival · 
• 
of caplin is lower than that of squid, and·-the s-qrv:ival "'( 
of the starved 1 animal~ ¥ t .he .,lowest • . 
T.he Mann-Whitney U-test was applied for the 
common diets of the ,. first an~ second feedin9 experiment 
to test the survival of males and females in· each diet. 
There· was. no ·significant· difference at P = ·o. 05 in the 
... 
diets. Only the starved females showed significantly 
. 
. . ~ . ' 
higher survival than the males. 
As r~gards to. jde .survival on diet groups, 
' · . 
because no shrimp of the d'ietary groups y' and o ' 
. ,, :;.\..,) 
survived for l~i weeks, mortalities are also given for 
, . 
a period of 12 weeks· for comparison purposes in Table 
0 
• C> 
16 ::... . 
.' 
•- r. W ·· 
.. ~ ·, ! . ' ,, . . . . . 
I • Ill . ,'_1 , . • 
I • ' ,' 
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Per'cent surviv?'r . in· t}J.e ·conunon diets of the two . feediQg 
.·e:x:'periments 90mbined with the sur_vival ' in the · long-term 
· experiment. Line (A) indicates ·the duration -of the 
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Approximate per cent mortal-ities of CPangon septemspinosa 
~ in the diet·· ·!3'roups. 
, 
Diet Groups MORTALITIES 
12 weeks 16 weeks 
et ',Mussel group 35% 5'5% 
B' Squid and Fish group 60% 86% 
?Or---~ 100% 
95 ' ' . 100% 
y' Tetramin group· 
o' Starved group. 
f 
.In all the diets the shrimp appeared heal,thy and 
active. ~sually they were buried in the sandy substrate of 
their cages and they emerged as the food was being . placed 
in them. The most active shrim~ were . . thiones fed with 
mussel and considerable' attentio~ was ne ded to prevent it ' 
. . 
them fr9m jumping out·of their cag~s, into the channel. 
The survival in this group indicate that, although it is 
considered as the group with· the best diets, deaths would 
be expected even in. these-almost optim~m conditions. 
· Survival was the lbwest in the Starved group, 
whic~ showed progressive nutritionally stres~ed symptoms. 
· In the first week the starve.d animals wer;e burrowed i~ the 
substrate as the others did, but day by day more and more 
' 
1 shrirnp were f~~nd 'lying quiescent . above the substrate. At 
about 4 weeks no. starved sht'i.mp wve bJJrrowed. in the . 
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their exoskeleto~~ were extremely thin and tansparent; 
no shrimp m~ult~ for a s~c~nd ti~. At abo~ weeks 
all of them were .~g on the sides of their cages and, 
when disturbed, they showed a~ unusual befaviour by 
swimming u(ide-down on the surface of the water. 
Wil~ox (19 ) also observed the same behaviour i~ his 
) 
food preference studies and descr~ed it as an ext~me 
and zealous search for food.. At about a week later., all 
the remaining sand sh~imp were res£ing on the surface 
• 
. . 
of their c~ges. As it was mentioned, according to L~c~wood 
(1967) and Wilcox a~d Jeffrie~ (1974;-1976) hyd~at.i.on W.7?-S 
very high; their exoskeletops werE! ... almost' op.~que. When 
I• • .... 
removed and placed on their hacks, only small, weak 
movements of the pleopods ~howed that .they were ~l}ve • 
.. . ;.d They were mor~bun • 
Groups B'.and y' were intermediate. There was 
. . 
a small differences between the twp, indiqating small 
differences of the nutritional value of their food. 
Moult failure was a re·ason for a number of deaths 
in both experiments. ·. The deaths due to moult failure 
were about 13% of all the deal ths in each feeding exper- . 
. ' im~nt. When tested, it was found that deaths due to moult 
failure are a fair fit to Poisson, les~ . than 0.05, 1 so 
they are a random and independent factor probably, and 
J 
not diet related. 
· There was also a significa~t .proportion of . 
mortalities among the shimp, the cause of which could not 
.. 
r. J ' ••• 
.'· 
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be identified. The shrimp were found dead without any 
indication o£ moult fa,i],.ure and their body was opalescent, 
probablj due to formation of the new integument beneath 
~ . 
the old one. From the rec?rds of th~. shrimp 
a 
noticed that these animals d4ed just prior t 
time of moulting,. In -the second feeding . expe 
deaths appeared in the. lots fed S+M+C, squid, a~d cap lin. · 
In the StM+C lot these deaths · were 13% of all : the deaths iri 
. " 
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V. DISCUSSION • 




1. Length-frequency distribution' and Population struc.ture. 
r J 
Egg-carrying female Crangon septemapinosa app¥ar 
in Long .Pon!l from April to August with their niain peak in , 
July. The juveniles were always presen-t! in the population 
and were - most abundant in August; they increased in size to 
. . . 
November ·~1 show little f~rthe;i i~crea~e until May • .. Aft~r 
May they apJ;ear in the population .as mature animals. . . · 
According. to Squires ( 1965) and Haefner { 1972) 
.the juveniies which appear in August probablY: were ' produped 
· • · in .e~rly ·~pring, and the f.irst postla:rrt¥,.;te produced in . the 
~ - ' • ' ' ":I I ' ~ 4J f! . • -' . ' • ' ·, ~ '.•. 
summer would attain .. the size 'ot' 20 mm in late fall, .. and >40 
. ' . . ' . . . 
The number of ~ mm the following year, after 7-10 months. 





-.. juveniles col·lected ·was small in November and does not in- ·, \. . 
dicate a second brood as suggested by Squires . and Haefner. 
Hi.gh predation .q~d1 .extens.iye mortal.ity :na~ have been the : · reasons for the s all number_s 9f juveniles by November • . ; . \ The 40-42 mm· animals, found in ea~ly spring, were obviously 
shrimp of the .August peak. The appearance of · juveniles in 
. / ' 
April ce~tainly must have resulted from ·recruitment :.o f 
late broods produced in fall or early winter. 
. The fact that juvenil~s were collected in almos:t 
I 
all the collections ·suggest that they exist during 11-12 
I 
months and that their appearance is· due to re~ruitment from 
j ' • • I : 
an e xtensive breeding· period: It is.- theref ore suggested j- . . . 
'that egg-carrying -females occur for about · the same durfttion . 
. · .  
,. \ . 
·. 
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These animals were s~ected ove~ a~eriod of five months. 
However, they ~uddenly disappeared from the population in 
S~ptember, although they were still carrying eggs, in the 
middle stages of the development in Augusc. This suggests 
-
that egg carrying females may exist ~or a longer period 
among the segments of the population, but they probably 
:Leave the i' inshore . aters in September. T.o invk . ti;a te the co;plete breeding cycle of 
. 
C. ·Beptemspinosa Price (1962) and· Haefner (1972) suggested· 
simultaneous shore-zone and deep-water surveys to be con-
~cted, . assuming migration of the eg~-carrying 
. ' ' . ; .,. 
females~ 
The '.' observations on the spawning periods for 
9· septemspinosa_ VafY· · On Georges Bank in the Gulf of 
Maine, Whiteley (1948) indicated ~~ 
' collections of ovigerpus females ~n 
' annual brood, based on 
April, May and June • 
0 r 
In the channel of Chesapeak Bay, Cowles (1930) reported 
ov'igerouq females duririg all seasons·. In the shore zone 
. .) . . 
of Delaware Bay, Price (1962) su9gested March thro4gh 
October as the oreeding season. · In Port au Port Bay, 
. . , 
Squ~res' (196S) observations indicated at least two b~6ods 
from Ma:y to September. At Lamoine,. Maine, Haefner (1972) 
col~ected egg-carrying females from May thrQugh September; 
he suggested two·· broods o~ shrimp per year pnq put fore-
' ' 
ward for consideration as a possibility ' that the individual 
sand· shrimp carry eggs througoout most of the yoear. -The 
~ 
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exhibits a single but extende~breeding season in the 
southern Chesapeake Bay area. 
Female shrimp slightly outnumber the · m~les. 
Similar observations were also made by Price (1962). 
However, the phenomenon of the females outnumbering 
the males may only be accidental and may have nothing 
to do with the spawning as he suggests. Congregation 
of sexes and certain size gro~ps, as .Meredith (1952) 
believes· for C. vu Zgaris, is a hypothesis which may 
o~ly b~roved py extensive observatio~s or by experi-
men ta t/io~. . · 
overlap was noted from 24 tQ 27 mm in mature 
·-
animals and animals with nondi ffe.rentiated endopodi te.s • 
... 
Si~lar overlap was noted by Price from 22 to 30 mm, 
who presumed therefqre, that the appearance of the 
differentia~ed endopodite, proce.des slightly or coincides 
with the adv~nt of maturity; he supported Whileley's (1948) 
presumption that the sand shrimp reaches maturity within 
one year. The difference in the'range of• the . two studies 
- '\ 
~ 
agree with Meredith (1952) . wpo pointed out that female 
C. vuZ·gaz>is mature at shorted lengths at lower tem~eratures 
and proposed that" ••• size at maturity is possible related 
to- temperature, not age." Regnault (1970) proposed that, 
among other factors, the development of the external 
. ~ 
sexual characteristics · and ~exual maturity are determined 
more by size than the age. of the shri~p. This permits the 
conclusion -th9-t the deve-lopment of sexual characteristi~s is 
. . 
= ?S'MM ? r a 
~ ......... .. , 









related to the temperature not age, i.e. the shrimp in 
Northern latitudes develop the~ sexual· charact.eristics · 
at shorter .lengths then their southern counterpart·s. The 
reason fo~ the smaller size at development in Northern 
latitudes is the slower growth d~e to cooler temperatures. 
The equattons relating size, temperature and 
month, suggest a possible hypothesis for offshore migration 
\ dur~ng the cooling of the water and inshore migration when 
· the temperature incre~ses. The decrease in the mean length 
of the population suggests that the bigger shrimp move off-
shore when the temperature falls, while the juveniles - the 
length of which does not depend on the temperature according 
to the equation - remain inshore. Later, when t~e temper-
ature increases, the larger animals probably move inshore. 
Haefner (1976) also hypothesized that when the 
water temperature decreases in the fall, CPangon . 
septemspinosa is stimulated to move fr~m shallow regions 
to 'deeper waters. The same author (1972) reports that 
1frger adults _disappear from the beaches at the b~nning 
of . the winter and most of them are gone by the middle of 
. 
t;he season. Wh~n the temperature falls only "stragglers" 
are found inshore. Squires .(1965) reports onshore-offshore 
migration in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Embich (1973) also. 
' 
reports probable migration when·water temperatures reach 
5-6°c. In these 'studies reappearance in the shore zone in 
'-. 
the spring .was correlated with an increase in ternperat~re 
above 5°C. 
\\ . 
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/ -~ 
Price (1962) noted an increased mortality rate 
after the lengths of 52 mm in female and 4i mm in male had 
been reached, but it was not qertain whether disappearance 
of large shrimp was due to mortality or migration to dee~er 
waters, · because his collections ~ye made in water 1.5 m 
. 
deep or less. Haefner (19 76) supports that this was a 
result of the migration.-
The hypothesis of Price (1962) that bigger shrimp , 
die during the cold months may explain the d~crease in the 
. 
}.engtl:l• of t~e. population ·but can not give a complete 
explanation ._of the appearance of large egg-carrying shrimp 
., 
in April. He also reported that the fi1;st e.gg carriers 
were large females. These are p,robably shrim,P /which migrate 
i 
towards the shore with the incr~ase of the tempeAat~re. 
- . 
Further, the absence of ~emales carrying eggs. in the .last 
stages of deve~oprnent indicates few hatch in the area 
' 
sampled. This observation cccn be possibly explaine~ with 
the migration of these animals from.the coast to deeper, 
more saline waters, with ·the progress of e~g developme~t. 
The disappearance of egg-carrying shrimp from the popula.tion 
in September, probably supports the hypothesis for migration 
-
of•the sand shrimp. ·An extensive mortality of these ~nimals 
in September would result in a reduction of the Long Pond 
population and this does not seem to.be true. 
The length-frequency distributions and ca~egories 
of the sand shrimp population throughout the year show that 
. the (~argest shrimp are females; this happens due to a~ . 
I 
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a different growth rate of males and females after ,maturity. 
The possible maximum age can be estim~ted as more than two 
years for males and approximately three years for females. 
This estimation is . in agreement with other information for 
C. septemspinoaa (Price, 1962; _ Ernbich, 1973) • . T~e greatest 
mortalities probably -happen either with the cooling of the 
waters or after spawning. 
B. SUBSTRATE-SELECTION EXPERIMENTS. 
1. Preliminary Observations·. 
~ 
a. Bu+rowing Behaviour. 
"'"'e Fuss ( 1964) _, studying the burrowing oehavio.ur of 
the pink . sh!imp ·Penaeus duorarum, ol;>served two burrowing 
.. ~ ·~ . 
methods. The first meth~d has a scouring phase, with · whic~ 
.the animal sets up a water current with the pleopods which 
~ 
scours an initial furrow i~to which the animal settles; 
) 
then a plowing phase follows ·with ~hich the shrimp plows 
ahead into the anterior end of the depression, using the 
walking legs to force_ itself into the sediment. The se-cond 
method of burrowing differs from the first by the 
elimination o~ ~he scouring phase; with .the second method 
_,.. 
the animal plows immediately into the bottom and then 
settles. F:uss also reports that Egusa and Yamamo_to in 1960 
mentioned that .Penae us japonicus when burrowing use the 
second method observed. Dall (195.8) gave description of 
• 
the -burrowing methods for Metapenaeus mastersii, ~hich 
... . 
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Although Dall does not describe the substrate 
where M. maste~sii burrow and Fuss (1964) says that the 
• observations for the pink shrimp were 'obt~ined on sand-
... 
silt-clay 'bottom, in another paper by Fuss and Ogren (1966) ~ 
it is confirmed that the pink shrimp have the ability to 
I 
enter extremely coarse substrates. It is, therefore, 
noteworthy to indicate that these observations ·show that 
these spe'cies wh],ch are able to burrow in hard substrates 
use both methods described by Fuss, while species special-
ized in soft subs'l!r.ates use: only the secon'd method~ 
' The first burrowing method oft FJ,s.s was not 
~~ / . . . 
s/f?temspinosa digs in observed in the sand. shrimp. C~angon 
the substrate with -th~ pleopods and when it excavates a 
hole it settles in it ~nd shovels sand with the antennae to 
cover its back . · 
-. 
Previous observations of burrowing methods of the 
genus C~angon were given by. Lloyd and Yonge (1947) fo~ the 
European species CPangon vulga~is. The observations of Lloyd 
and ~onge fully agree in most details with the observations 
for C~angon .septemspinosa. The use · of antennae· were observed 
in at least these two Crangonidae, which use only the second 
burrowing method. . It is interesting to n·otice that both, 
Fuss and Dall, do not mention the use of antennae in.the 
burrowing methods of the shrimp studied by them. Further, 
C. vulga~is is a s~ecies specialized for life on a soft 
substratum of sandlan~ mud according to Lloyd and Yonge and 
· Meredith (1952). These· adaptations were also 
noted in C. se~temspinosa. 
· ·~ 
- . 
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Observations describing the position of the shrimp 
in the substrate are scarce. The observations for C. 
septemspinosa show that the shrimp rest in the substr~te in 
a rather horizontal position with , an imperceptible degree 
of inclination of the cephalothorax ·~ This position was de-
scribed by Dall (1958) .' . According~to .him the cephalothorax 
was inclined upwards with only the tips of the antenules 
and sometimes the tip of the rost.rum protruding. However, .· 
the degr~e of inclination of the sand shrimp's cephalothorax 
is ver,Y . much si_Ualler than what Dall des'cribes. 
The sand shr.imp do .not burrow deeJ? il} the substrate, I . 
but only a few ·millimeters beloW ! the surface. All . Fuss I 
measurements sho~ that the pink shrimp pene'brate the bottom 
so that their dorpal surfaces are just below the surface. 
Williams (1958) suggestea that bottom type rna~ influence the • 
depth of but.r6wing. He found that Penaeus duorarum tend to 
burrow deepest in sand-shel·l type bottoms, reporting that 
some anj.mals were often buried as · de'ep as about 5 em. This 
1 · is .also true for P. atzecu~, but P. setiferus presents a 
~ifferent burrowing aspect ~h~n the lat~er two, for it does 
not burrow so deep and Prefe~s mudier substrates. C. 
• 
s.ep temspinosa shows , similar· behaviour and similar pr,eferences· 
with .P. setiferus and this supports Williams sUggestion • 
Probably shrimp specializing in soft substrate do not burrow 
.. 
very de:~P· 
. . . 
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2. ·Particle size and colour selection. 
~ The results for the substrate selection experi-
I 
) 
ments indicate that Crangon s eptemspinosa selects sand as 
their first choice, very fine sand, fine sand and coarse 
. ~ . 
sand as their second choice, and clay, s~lt and very coarse 
sand as a third, choice, and that they reject substrate 
materi'al bigger than 2 nun. The sand shrimp also prefer to 
burrow in substrates of brown colour, gold-s~ndy, grey-
. ' I ' green and beige-sandy colour and reject whi.te c,olour. 
All the .substrates bsed in these experiments, 
bu~nt to 6oo 0 c for 24~urs,,-were · devoid 6f'any organic 
matter, so . food .did ·not influence ·the results of the experi-f ments •. Although the shrimp were not fed during the 
experiments, from 120 shrimp examlned after all ~e repiicat-
es, 2 had full stomach, 1~ half full, 39 small 
had empty stomachs. 
Price (1962) and Wi lcox (1972) found sand in the 
.gastric mills of the sand shrimp:. - Stom~s were not opened, 
but ther~ is no doubt that the shrimp consume the substrate, 
· maybe deriVing some benefits from bacteria and, perhaps, 
. 
algae and microflora which grow . on th~ substrate and on .which 
shrimp browse, as Wilcox and Jeffries · (1974) report. Meadows· 
(1964} reports that films 6£ micro-organisms develop quickly 
on the surface of ob~ect~ewly i~·ersed in wate-r ·: reaching 
. the number 1.24- x 107 bacteria/em~ (a~cording to ZoBel!·, 1946). 
Forster (1953) has ~hown that it is ne ar ly impossible to 
. · t i 
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their own feces which contain cultures of ciliates. The 
• 
same was also. demonstrated by Frankenberg and Smith (1967) 
for crustaceans, polychaetes, ga~tropods. pelecypods and~ 
teleosts. Thus, the shrimp may eat their own feces and they 
may have consumed parts of cast exoskeletons as well. These 
are the obvious reasons for 'the stbmach contents of the 
shrimp in the expe~iment, sand being the · more visible. 
Wilcox (1972) reports that appen'dages and mou~h--" · 
. - . 
parts of the shrimp are modified for collecting and ingest-
ing sma.ll particles, such as benthic .. diat~ms. Althf ugh -it 
ne~dS furth~r investigation~ _the abrupt dec~e?Se of 
I 
selectivi-ty in substrates with ,particle sizes · bigger than 
2 rnm fuay be due to the fact that the sand shri~p cannot 
rcnsume such particles. On the other hand, small particles 
Lsh~uld be eas_ily consumed, and this could exp~a_:!.n the 
smooth falling of selectivity with decrease in particle 
size. 
Aside from the fbod supply, -Williams { 1955Jl) 
emphasized the import&nce of oover in nursery areas. It 
. . 
would appear that the need to find cover may be cpmple&enary 
· I 
I 
to a need of food. C,over may take the form of vegetation, 
d~bris-strewn bottom, or th~ substrate itself (Willi ams, . 
1958). Verw,_ey {1948_) empha·sises that burrowing forms seek 
.. 
shelt~r under the sand. Thus the substr~te, aside from the 
food, appears to exert an influence on the shrimp. 
Wieser (1959) found that, for mechanical reasons, 
fine sand is more favorable than coarse to some invertebrat~ 
' 
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This capacity to burrow may provide another reason why the 
, ,, sand shrimp avoids ·substrates with particle size bigger than 
2 mrn. l>.s was described, shoveling with the antennae completes 
the burrowing. If the grains are so big, that the animal 
1- is not able to remove them with 'the at:ltennae and put them 
' 
on its• b~ck, this will result in a partially-covered shrimp. 
As an ob~ious result, the animal will avoid these particle 
sizes. 
According to Williams (1958) , the animals adjust· 
burrowing not only .to th,e ease with whiJh they. ~an enter 
the substrate, but also to their respiratory requirements. 
Observations on shrimps burrowed in silt and clay showed 
.. 
that their gill chambers were not clean because small particles . 
.. 
of the substrate were attached to ·the gills. This may be 
the reason why the nUJnber of shrimp wh'ich prefer these sub-
strates is 'smaller than the number which prefer the sand. 
The sand shrimp not OJ?.lY possess an innate.burrowing 
behaviour, but a!so the possibility for'&ctive colour change 
'(Verwey, 1948). The shrimp is not only dark over ·a dark 
backgroqnd a~d light over a light one, but is assumes an 
appropriate tint for a yellowish or more brownish backgro~d 
~ 
by movements of appropriate typ~s of pigment' (Parker 19.30). 
This means that, when not on the move, the animal is not · 
·easily seen: ~he shrimp's camoufl~ge_affordg _ an excellent 
hidi.ng • 
. Fingerman .and Fingerman (1971, j~72), using Bio-Gel 
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P6 and eyestalk extracts from C. septemspinosa, separated a · 
black pigment-dispersing substance from one which caused 
f igment concentration in this shrimp; these substances are· 
mutually antagonistic. Fingerman (1973) found · that not only 
black chromatophores; but also the red and white chromato-
phores of C. septemspinosa are under dual control, by pigment-
dispersing ~nd pi~ent-concentrating 
fractions obtained from a Bio-Gel P6 




column revealed black, 
red and white pigment activities all having their maxima in 
.... 
the same fraction. Fingerman states .that the gen~s Crang~n 
s.tands ~lone among crustac~ans with r~spect to its chromatic 
response following eyestalk removal, because in his experi-
ments a fraction wa.s obtained which caused black pigmen~ con- · 
, 
centration without causing concentration of the pigment in red 
' I 
and white chromatophores. He states that a substance with 
only one pigment - concentrating activity and another with 
three pigment-concentrating activities due to a single sub- 4 
' . . . 
stance would provide the shrimp with ~ means of f i nely modu-
~ ' 
.lating its chromatophore responses to different coloured 
backrounds. 
In this respect, the fact that shrimp have a choice 
of . a certain colour of subst~ate should be seen in the ease 
with which they control the chromatophores and match their 
.. 
colour with that of .tne substrate. Preference to the brown 
. 
colour may indicate that the sh~irnp control the white chroma~ 
1. 
tophores easier. Avoidance of the white substrate may. show 
some difficulty in controll i ng the red and black chrornato-
! u . 
phores in this colour. 
. .. .. 
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c. Feedi.ng Experiments ; · 
1. Increase in the Weight and the Length and Amino acid 
analysis. 
From the results of the feeding experiments tQe diets 
used can be ranked in the fo}.lowing order: Mussel - . Combina-
tions of mussel ~ Squid - Squid and Fish combinations - Fish . 
• (caplin) - TetraMin - TetraMin and fish combinations - Starved • 
• 
Mussel is the best diet. Even its combinations with TetraMin, 
the poo~st diet, became·bebter when mussel was added to the 
. I . 
diet. combinations like th~~ are likely to ~orm a nutritionally 
more complete diet by providing the necessary nutritive 
. I 
·elements which . the less effective -'qiet lacks. Squic;"( come;:s 
after the combinations with mussel; followed by its combina-
...._ 
tions with 'fish. Within the grpup, s~d appears more 
effective than caplin. Fish is less erfecti~e, and TetraMin 
an~ its coinbinations with fish are tne 'poorest die.ts.· 
Mussel is considered as one of the best diets for 
prawn apd shrimp.' Wilcox (1972) reports that Crangon septem-
spinosa, although feeding at night,· will be stimulated and 
eat fresh mussel during the day. Reeve (1969)., Forster (l970), 
Wickins (1972a), and Forster and Beard (1973), found the I ' 
mussel to be the best food for PaZaemon serratus, and Wickins 
(1972b), found it the most satisfactory food for juven~les and 
f' 
adults of the spot prawn Pandalus platyaeroos and the gfant 
freshwater prawn Macrobra.chium roosenbergii. Finally, in.._ 
' Japan the Kuruma-shrimp is occasionally -fed with mussel which 
·' I , . 
is c9nsidered as excellent fe~d (Shigueno 1975). From the 
results of the present expe'riments it is obvious that no 
. . 
- i 
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other food or combination of the ones used is better than 
mussel. 
Feeding experiments with Crangon septemspinosa 
were a~so conducted by Wilcox (1972} and Wilcox and Jeffries 
(1974). Foods used were classified into fQur categories: 
Category~- Fresh or frozen animal tiss~es generally of 
marine .origin (Mercenaria, Artemia, and hara-boiled egg). 
Category II - Dried animal tissues of marine origin (Crangon, 
. ' 
fish ~eal, Me"r-cenaria, Copepods an_dArtemia'>. Category. III -
\ f 
brie"'d . animal · ~nd microbi9-l tissues -: (beef li v.er, marine y~ast, 
\ . . 
a_gar, TetraMin, Bakers yeast, Spartina detritus, bacteria). 
·category IV- Starved. Within· each category. most treatments 
were· found to produce _equal growth rates . · The shrimp grew 
of ·marine 
.. 
best when eatinlg fresh animal tissues, generally 
origin, which a~e the preferxed foods i~ nature, 
extent the~ . grew on othe~ organic material. / 
but to lesser 
( . 
Discussing their results, they suggested that 
olfactory quality could ac_count for the different rates of 
" 
.. ( ' ' . 
growth · between - the various categories, bepause drying removed enough 
I 
of the chemical stimuli and reduced the olfactory quality • 
. . 
Comparing the growths in the Categories, the y say th~t the 
foods - ~~ 'non-marine origin could be _ l~cking the olfactory 
• I 
chemicals that evoke_ feeding ·.responses or could be, low. in 
essential amino acids, lipids or other nutri~nts r~uired by 
I 
the shrimp. In cbntrast, ~hen hard-boiled e gg was , fed to 
A"" .. 
the shrimp, growth was . equal ' with shrimp fed foods of marine 
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.. 
general, because non-marine foods evoked the response, but 
foods preserved by drying were not ingested. Heat or freezing, 
they su~gest, ~odify or remove water soluble compounds tbat 
are responsible for initiating ·-the 'feeding respcmse. 11 The 
unsuita
1
bili:tY of dried · f~ods, then, is ;)lot -necessarily ~ i~ the 
' . ' .. ~ . 
nu:~ritional quality of the food~ but in the' ability pf · the 
. shrimp to locate_ iL" The ~arne aU'thors (.1974, 1916.) t6tally. ·· • 
.. attributed the differe~qe in ·growth-i)erf.o:rmarrce · b,~tween tlj.e 
' .. 
fresh .and· dried diets to the o.l'factory quality. 
Wilc.ox and Jeffries conducted their experiments 
' · . ' - . . . •.. ~ .. 
putting ' ;3 .sand shrimp: of each size class in containers .· .. 
" . ~. 
. ·- . 
2 Ox2 Ox40 em. It .is · dif:~lt· to explah · .how .3 active Cr"ngon 
were· not able to· locate ·an kin.d ··of food in these .corftaineq;, 
when ·· 'the same authors conclude that "if ,hungry it will iJ1gest 
' .. 
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when tirey . observed that the sand shrimp even .ingest·, the ~ ~ 
Their explanation may be true; olfactory differemce.s substratum. 




as stimuli may exist. However, in c~se·s where the foo.d c~m 
be easily .' found, the · unsuitability of the foods should be 
., 
setrched not .in ~he st~~~li to ·.fin~ it ~n~ _i~ge·s·~· i~t;, but in 
the nutritional•·value of ·the fo9d, L ·e. the. proteins, ~mino' 
' • • • • • • "' ~ 0 • • • • ) 
acids, lipids- etc: It is . knowri that heating and .. drying of ·. · · 
-
the food oxidizes some amino acids -..(tryptophan ··and c·ystein). 
. i . \ . ' . 
. . ' "' 
The unsuitability of dried foods then is probably in.the 
' . 
. . 
nutritional qualit:y of the food. , 
' 
. '\ .. .. 
Becaus~ foods were often .non ingeste'd , · d.oes .. not 
' ' 
. . ..... 
.. 
· mean that they are hot sui table. 
I • 
Shigueno (1975) ~~~oribe~ · 
'! 
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studies at the Kagoshima Perfecture Fisheries Research 
S~pn and notes: "The maximum consumption of food with·· high 
content of palatable items did not necessarily produce 
. . , faster growth •.. As to the quantJ.ty of food, J.t wa·s observed 
·J 
that food lacking in nutri t .ive elements was eaten more, while 
food containing the pame nutrients in proper amounts, though 
eaten less, brought fast growth." There is no doubt that 
the o~factory qualit~ of a diet evokes feeding responses, so 
; 
i.t "::ill be eaten more. These diets happen to be the ones 
g~ving better growth; but this does not mean " that these diets 
ar~ alw~ys, the most'effective ones. 
Although W~lcox and Jeffries speak about 'the lack · 
. 
pf chemicals to evoke feeding responses .in'· bhe. dried foods 
' 
and in the foods of non mar~ne origin, they classify harrd-
-boiled egg in the category of foods of marine origin. It is 
- . 
1
• not easily. understood,· then, how the ,.egg evoked chemical 
stirn~li \i~ilar.to those foods •. 
. . ~t would have been ~~pected that,combi ned diets 
give better resplts than the ·single ·-food diets. ·However, the 
results of the present experiments have indicated that mussel 
. . 
~ 
ICiil • • • b h as a s1ng~ d1et gJ.ves etter results than all t e , other 
diets fed singly or in combination. From the ranking of the 
diets it has been shown that the other .slngle ,diets give 
better growth tnan some combined ones. The findings on this 
point vary: -
Forster (1970} fed ne~ly-metamorpho~ed juveni~e 
. prawn Palaemon serrat~s with the following foods: Female .~~'i ~c:,:~J · 
· o 
' . 0 
l; 
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crab gonad and digestive gland, shrimp, lugworm, mussel .gonad 
and combinations of two of the above, i.e. crab + lugworm, 
crab + mussel, shrimp + ~ussel, lugworm + mussel, etc. 
His results showed that there was ~o significantly improved 
survival or growth on any of the s~ngle food diets or any of 
the combined diets .• However, there was a highly significant 
• J 
irtcrease in growth on combiped food diets when compared with 
singl,e food. Als.o, there was no improved survival between 
juveniles fed on single and combined foods. Forster attri- -
buted the improved growth on combined food diet s to .the ju-
veniles eating more wnen fed with two foods, or to the two · 
foods forming a nutritionally more complete diet, giving more 
rapid growth. I. 
When .Forster fed later j~~eniles from about 2 ~eeks 
after metamorphosis with single .and combined foods, no 
difference in growth was observed. 0 
In Japan two lots of Panaeus japonicua were reared 
under two different feedi·ngs (Shigueno, 1975); one lot was • 
. . 
fed. qnly clam meat, and the other, both clam and squid which 
was f~ozi:m when fresh. The results of th~ experiment' showed 
that the . per cent gain was about 70% higher in the lot fed 
. . 
mixed diet than in the other fed a single diet. The better 
grqwth .'of shrimp given the mixed diet was ·attributed to the 
' compen~ating n~tritive elements"possessed by ~quid meat but 
absent in clam. 
.... 
" 
' In ~oth cases the better growth is attributed .to 
' 













food but absent from the .other. The explanation of why com-
bined diets in the experiments reported here did not give 
better results than mussel, may lie in the fact that mussel 
itself is such a complete diet that squid, caplin and 
TetraM~n do ~ possess the compensating_ nutritive elements 
to form a be~ter diet than the mussel alone. This might have 
hQppened in the above mentioned studies': crab, lugworm and 
shrimp may have possessed elements to complete mussel; squid 
may have supplemented the short-necked clam; but this may not 
happen w~th ' the diets in the present experiments. 
Forster and Beard (1973) undertook growth experiments 
.. 
with ~he prawn PaZaemon serratus fed with fr.esh and compounded 
' ; . . 
foods:; they · showed that growth was influenced by a dietary 
" 
protein level up to about 30 per cent protein, but above this 
level growth was influenc;::ed to a . ~e·sser· extent. They f?Uggested 
that opti~ protein levels in the diets ~or that prawn were 
likely to lie b~tween 30 and 40 per cent. These results, 
they said, were in gen~ral agreemenL with optimum protein 
J I 
lev~ls found for some if ish. It is /known that the favourable 
content of crude protein in the rish feed ranges roughly from · 
40-60% depending the species of the fish. 
~ -
on 
Deshimaru and Shigeno (1972) I dealing with artificial 
diets for the prawn Penaeua japonicua, showed a close relation 
. ' 
' ' 
between the protein content in the diet and its feed-efficiency. 
They proved that a higher protein level is required for 
prawn than for fishes. As a standard scale to evaluate the 
nutritional value of feed protein, Phillips 'and Brockway (1956) 
7 








suggested that the feed having an essential amino acid corn-
position similar to that of the objective animal would be 
the best. Deshirnaru and Shigeno (1972) report that Ogi~o 
(1963) supports this suggestion. Further, Deshimaru and 
Shigeno made amino aci& analyses on feeds which were graded 
in classes of feed efficiencies (below 60%, 60-80%, 80-90%, 
over 90%); they used diets which included fish and squid 
meal, short-necked clam and P. japonious. Their results 
indicated that the feeds with efficiencies below 60% con-
tained more compoun~s falling on the acidic side, ~uch as 
aspartic acid, threonine, serine, glutamic acid, proline, 
glycine, etc., whereas the feeds with efficiencies over 60% 
showed higher contents of basic amino acids like lysine and 
histidine. Highly significant was the finding of the analyses 
-' I 
. . that animo ~cid composition of the feeds with higher effi- . 
. 
ciency were approximately the ·same as those found in the 
shri.mp. Furthermore, the composition of short-necked c;t.am, 
and that of squid meal.,. were found tc:> be very close to that 
of the shrimp~ Fish meal was found -to be q~ite different 
from shrimp; being short i~ the content of basic amino 
acids like phenylalanine, lysine, Ristidine and _arginine. 
These· four . amino acids were also confirmed to be essential 
. . . 
to the prawn Palaemon se:r>:r>atua by Cowey and Forster (197'1), ' 
together with six more amino acids - threonine, valine, meth-
. ' . 
onine, iso~eucine, ~eucine/ and ~rytophan~· Shigueno (1975) 
believed that the same amino acids ·are essential for Penaeus 
japoniaus, and Harri~on (1976) concluded that the essential 
. . 
amino acid requirements an~here in the animal kingdom 
. 
probably have little deviation from a basic pattern • 
• 
• 
' ': \ ! 






































The results of the amino acid analyses in this 
st~dy show that the amino acid composition of the mussel is 
closest to that of the shrimp; the composition of the squid 
a~ caplin have less similarities with the composition of the 
shrimp, and the amino acid ~omposition of TetraMin is very 
different than that of the shrimp. 
These results fully agree with Deshimaru and 
Shigeno'sdiscovery that the amirro acid distribution ratios 
of the best diets have close similarity to that of the shrimp. 
It is no~ easily explained why mussel, combined with squid, 
caplin and TetraMin, foods with lower efficiency, gives 
diets with high efficiency. M+T, for ex~ple, is a highly 
effective diet, because the amino acids .in mussel compens.ate 
~he amino acids absent 
C+T .is no.t J.n effective 
' I 
' 
·from TetraMin. On the other hand, 
. . . 
•' . . . d~et, because capl~n cannot compen-
sate tqe amino acids absent from TetraMin. On the contrary, 
the acidic amino acids of the two foods, added together, pro-
dud~ a food with very high content in these amino acids, 
which result in a very inefficient diet. 
The order of classification of the diets in this 
study and the order of the Japanese authors are similar. 
Wilcox (1972) and Wilcox and Jeffries (1974) classification 
of diets rather agrees with the · classification according·. to 
the amino 'acid composition of the diet, although it has 
(• ~ 
been proved'. that all animal ' tissues of marine origin c~nnot 
be incluc;I'ed collectively in,. one category.· If they had 
i 
I . 











found the answer there. 
2. Moulting and Moulting frequency 
) 
It is shown. in the results that the shortest inter-
moult period appears in the Mussel group, which gives the 
best growth rate. The intermoult period for the Squid and 
Fish group is longer and overlaps with that of the 
TetraMin group; these two groups give smaller growth rates 
than the Mussel group. Finally, the intermoult period for 
the Starved group is extremely long and hypothetical, and the 
growth rate is the worst of all the groups. 
Meixner (1966), s.tu1ying the effect of food supply 
on moulting, growth and spawn1~ng of Crangon crangon, emphasizes· 
. I . . 
the influence of food on the intermoult periods. If the 
... 
,. 
am~unt ro,f food was insuffic_ient to cove'r the rneta~olic neegs, . 
a large increase in the moulting intervals took ptace • 
Meixner (1966, 1969) foun_d that temperature of' sea water and 
body size play an important'role in the moulting rhythm. 
' 
The influence of sex is evident too. 
, 
Excluding temperature which was constant, the 
findings of Meixner agree with the results of this experiment. 
It can be concluded that not · only the amount of food, but the 
quality of food as well, influence the moulting intervals, 
as was found in th~s study. Differences between gro~ps exist 
.and .may be attributed to the effectiveness of the diets, this 
being another indication of the correctness of the classifi-
' ' 
cation stated. 






Plankemann (1935,according'to Forster, 1970), who suggested 
th1at mussel diet, which is rich in glycogen, may influence 
the moulting frequen~y of Leander squitta (Pataemon etegans) 
and Crangon crangon. Experiments with the crustaceans 
Asta~s astacusJ HomaPus gammarus, Panutirus japonicus, 
·Cancer pagurusJ Catlineates sapidus and Penaeus japoniaus 
I 
I (according to Kazanawa et. al., 1971 and Forster and Beard, 
1973) nave shown that these species are incapable of 
synthesizing cholesterol and that.this or others sterols are 
therefore required in the diet. Kazanawa et. al. (1971) also 
suggested that the prawn, similar to insects, require 
• q ( 
dietary sterol fo~ normal, growth, because they are not 
.capable of biosynthesizil'tg cholesterol from acetate. They 
assumed that cholesteJ;"ol may be a precusor of a vitamin D, 
steroid hormone, moulting hormone and brain hormone. They 
.demonstrated the bioconversion of cholesterol to moulting 
hormone, and observed an increase of number of moults in 
prawn fed a diet suppleme~ted with cholesterol.~~t is 
possible then, that diets lac~ng these substances may affect 
the moulting frequency and g~pwth in general. 
I 
All moul,ting of Crangon vu.lgaris, according tq · 
Hagerman (1973) occurred at night. Lloyd and Yc;mge , (1947) 
agree, saying that this happens because pf .the habits of the 
... . 
anim~~s, whi~h norm~lly leave t~e protection of the substrate 
·only in dark ess. This generally agrees with what was · 
observed in he laboratory, where the cast exoskeletons were 
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Hage:&man (1973, 1976) points out that the moult is 
the most sensitive period of the life of a _crustacean; 
mortality is often ~ery high at this time. Excluding pre-
dation, mechanical difficulties arise in withdrawing from the 
old cuticle and phy~iological problems arise from difficulties 
in osmotic and ionic regulation. "If anything goes wrong, for 
I 
instance if the moult is prolonged due to dif'ficulties in 
casting the old cuticle or if the hardening of the new cuticle 
takes too long, c~angon vuZga~ie will r~pidly die due. to 
osmotic loss of important ions." 
3. Growth rate 
The overall classification of g~owth rates indicates 
a strong influenc~ of the quality of food. This \s in 
agreement with Meixner (1963) who states that growth rates 
are influenced by food, temperature and size. 
Wilcox and Jeffries (197 3) co~9luded that the growth 
rate of C~angon septemspinosa is a positive function of 
water temperature and a negative function of size. This is 
apparent in the present results. All size classes show the 
influence of food quality apart from the above .factors. 
Female c~angbn cPangon have a greater growth rate 
(Meixner 1968, 1969). This appears to· be true for C. sept em-
spinosa, except i;he IV size class of the TetraMin and Starved 
groups. These· results suggest that female sand shrimp do not 
grow larger than the ma les in difficult 'and stressed 
conditions. 
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the laboratory were more than double than those of a field 
·study at a comparable water temperature. The same conclusion 
can be reached from comparing the results of this study with 
the growth of the sand shrimp in Rhode Island (Wilcox and 
Jeffries 1973). Therefore it appears that the holding of 
D 
the shrimp in the laboratory with an open seawater system is 
optimal and that factors such as water quality or food should 
be limiting. The variations in the growth rate are mainly 
attr~buted not to environmental parameters but to the 
controlled .variable. 
4. Survival 
Survival of the shrimp is also related to the 
·- diets. . The Mussel group, ' which showed the best . growth, also 
. . . 
has the best s~rvival .of the animals. ·The Starved group gave 
the worst growth and survival. The, squtd ·and Fish group 
. ~ 
and the TetraMin group,. giving 'intermediate growth, also 
have intermediate survi val. 
The deaths j~st before moulting may also give 
a .. similar conclusion. These deaths were also observed· 
· Ct 
by Reeve (196~) and Forster (1970) ~hen culturing the 
prawn Pataemon serra t us . Reeve was able to pull of'f the 
rostrum and find the soft new rostrum beneath; he suggested 
that these deaths may have been caused because of dietary 
defic·iencies. Although evidence was weak he attributed a 
major cause. of mortality in stock prawns to the inadequacy 
of the diet. This fact, if combined (i) with the obse rvation · 
o £ a pparentl y h ealthy a nima l s whi ch died befo re moulting 
.,. 






{ii) that this number of these deaths ; increased with the 
time of captivity, and (iii) with the results which show 
increasing numbers of deaths in less effective diets, 
I 
indicates that Reeve's suggestion may be true. The super-
ussel, for example and the inferiority of caplin 
and not have any other obvious 
cau the adequancy of the diets. Since the experiment 
was made under optimum conditions of temperature and sal-inity 
{Haefner, 1969a) , this suggests that the only other variable 
remaining was the food. 
Survival of ~~ starved shrimp was high~ A female 
shrimp survived for~out 13 weeks in starvation, while the 
bulk of the deaths appeared around the 7th week. The 
J- ' 
tolerance of the sand shrimp is .very high.Forster (1953) 
reports that it is not at all easy to starve small carideans, 
because of their coprophagus habits. Frankenberg and Smith 
(1967) fed fecal pellets 20 marine ""Speci"E!s, including 7 
• I 
crustaceans. They concluded that coprophagy plays a 
significant role in the trophic relationships of benthic 
. . 
conununities. Since omnivory appears to be· the predominant 
feeding habit among benthic organisms, they might obtain 
sufficient energy to meet a s~bstantial portion of their · 
metabolic needs. Further, it was mentioned that c.· septem-
spinosa consume the substratum and brQwse on microorganisms 
which ,grow on it (Wilcox and Jeffries,l974). The fact. that 
the starved ani mals were able to survive for so long, may 
; suggest 
I 
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.and all the ways to obtain energy. The greater survival o~ 
the female shrimp over the m~e, may in~cate that they have 
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The CPangon septemspi~ulation in Long Pond 
has egg~carrying females from April to August. Juveniles 
appear throughout the year. The juvenile stages in August 
increase in size during . the sUmmer and fall and have no 
apparent increase during the winter. These -shrimp mature by 
) 
May and continue increasing in size by next summer and fall. 
Most of them disappear from the population and the remaining, 
already larger, . shrimp migrate offshore with the· ~ooling of 
the water, · and then, inshore with ·the increase of temper~ture. 
This pattern of· migration is also supported by the 
appe~rance of egg-carrying females in the population and 
. . . . . 
. . 
the egg stages carried ·by them. It is suggested that these 
~animals "migr~te offshore in Se)?tember and inshore· in April. 
The fact that juveniles , ha've their main peak in · 
August and tha~ they were collected in ·aimost all the 
. i . -
co~lections, indicates ·a single but extended bre.eding season. 
I 
' 
The appearance of the juveniles in the population inshore 




·I Female shrimp live for about three years and grow 
larger than the males, which live more than two years. 
, CPangon s~ptemspinosa develop their external 
sexual characteristics 'in Newfoundland · at .shorter lengths _ 
than t?eir· s~uthern co~nte~parts. 
When, burrowing, the sand shrimp excavates a hole 
using the pleopods and then forces itself i~ it; 
:~ 
·-;• 
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sinking hor,izontally. in the substrate. Then it moves and 
, . 
f1attens tfie sub,strate over its back with the antennae 
which, a ·t the end of the action, rest backwards a~ong the 
-
r
nimal' s body. 
All of the burrow 
other studies show that the 
observation,s pade "in this and 
shrimp pen,trate the bott!m so 
~ -
tnat' their dorsal su::-faces .are just b~lo~ the surface of the -· r.• 
substrate. The depth of burrowing is related to ~he animal's 
-preference as regards _to the hardness of the substrate; the 
o • I ' 
s.and shrimp, .sp7cializing' in soft ~ubst-rates, do not burrow 
, · deep in it', contrary to speqies_ burrow;irig in · hard substrates 
. I • 
,' . . I :. . .• 
n which tend to bury themselves' more deeply .. . 
. • • " 0 -
.. ' ~ 
Crang"n . aeptemapinoaa prefer sarid · (a·: 2£0--:0. SOOntm) 
l ; ' ,•' ' " : , " ,II ~ ' 
The ' sand shrimp· may be able t:o _c_l'loos~ among . ' to burrow 
clay, silt and ·all kinds of' san'd, .Qut it·. does· not c:hoise to 
• ~ • ; - 0 . ; • • • • • • • ' 
. ~- . '\ ' 
burrow in granules. Qr pebble: .The reason is probably 
¢ ' ' •' 
because it cannot burrow in these particle size.s, e~ ther 
' .· 
because of mechanical' r:.easons - .. use of the antenJ1ae to cove·r 
. 
'se1f - or b'ecause of phys~~logical : reasonse. - modi1-=_ication 
pf the .mouthparts to ingest· the sand and utfl;i.ze it· 'for · food' . , 
trituration and for nutritional behefits. 
. . . 
The. sand shr~mp chose .to burrow in brown substrate-a. ... 
t 
...,. 
as their first preJerence, _ fo1lowed 'by gold-sandy, grey gree~, 
Q ·.' •• • 
beige· sdndy and white-grey col.ours ~ · . The colour of the pre£erred 
. ' . ·. . 
- ~ I . , . " ' ' ( 
·subs-trate may influence. the d.istribution .. in a 
. ' : ~. J' " . . . . ·, 
type. Since 'i1one of the col~~rs used. in this . . study was ful.ly· • 
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The labo~atory experiments have shown that under 
controlled temperature conditions the growth of Crangon 
/ septemspinosa fed single and combined foods of marine origin 
~s net the same in all the diets. Differences in the increase 
of'the weight, the lengths an~- moulting frequencies of 
the animals, as well as their. s~rvival, permit the classifi-
cation of the diets into four groups: a' Mussel group: 6' Squid 
and Fish group y' Tetrru!in group: o' Starved group. Wit~in each 
group the calculated growth show no •significant differences. 
·The reason for these dfffere~SJs · may lie 'in the 
amount of crude protein content o;·the diets and espe~ially 
the proportions ·· of the amino aciqs. ·The ef,ficiency of the 
· diets supports t~ findings. .of Phillips and Brockway · (1956) 
-
and Ogino (1963) that. the food having an essential amino aci~ 
composition similar to that' ~f the ef·f~ctive animal is the 
. .. .. . 
best. The amino acid ana~~~~· of the feeds made sho~ that 
. ·< I c 
effective diets, such a~. the diet~ of the Mussel group, have 
similar amino aqid proportion~ to that of the shrimp;..,:lon, 
effective diets, such as the ones in , the TetraMin group, 
. 
differ from the t;hrimp in the. amino;acid distribution. 
In this ' respect, foods that are preserved by drying 
are less satisfactory because heat or dry-freeze .modify their 
' ' \.f " I 
. -
nutritive value. If any food substance does no~ meet the 
criteria of the amino acid di_stribut'ion, even if .it evokes 
fe~ding responses, -will n.ot result in a better growth. Poor 
growth_observed in several die~s probably are due to 
\ . 
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A definite relationship was also found between 
growth in the diet groups and the moulting frequency, as ¥ell 
as the growth rate: The diets in the Mussel group gave the · 
best increments in the length and the weight; the inter~ult 
per£od in this group is the shortes~ of all the groups, 
while the growth rate of the group is the biggest. The 
Squid', and Fish group, · ~eluding less efficient diets ha.ve 
longer intermoult periods; these overlap with the diets of 
the TetraMin group which includes even less efficien~ diets • 
.' 
The growt~ rates in these two groups are smaller than the 
first one. The iritermoult period of the Starved group is 
tbe greatest of all, ·and it~ growth rat\~ 'the worst~ · . 
Survival was also co·rrelatE!d_ \iith the groups · of 
diets in the order stated. Better diets give higher survival. -
The deaths just before the expected moulting in inadequate 
diets is ? further evidence on this point. 
Survival, moulting frequency, increase in length 
• Q 
and weight and overall growth rate agree in the ranking of 
~e diets, with mussel giving the best results. 
The ~uperiority of mussel mantle \nd mussel-combined 
di~ts su~gest -bQat th~y meet all the ,-requirement which 
stimulate growth in the sand : shrimp. A major -disadvantage of 
mussel as a standart food is that the condition and probably 
.,._~ 
therefofr,e the food value of· its_ mantle v,ard.es seasonally in 
relation to the breeding cycle. However, growth with mussel 
itself -was superior to all the c~mbined diets for~ period 
of 224 aays in this stu:ly. This indicates its suitability as a 
,-" 
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CONTROL: TEST OF DIST!IBUTION 
a} Shrimp put in such a way to make sure that two shrimp were 
burrowed- in each division at the beginning of the experiment. 
Coarse sand in all divisions. 
~ 
DIVfsiONS . ·· , .. £ 
Date :remp; oc· 7 _,... 8 : l. 2 3 ' 4 5 6 9 - l.O .. 
. 
' ~2 :I April 19 r3. 0 2 . 2 3 - 1 2 ' 4 3- 1 
April 20 2~5 3 2 3 . 3 ' -" _3 3 2 , .1 ;. 
April 21 2.5 4 3 3 1 1 1 3 .- 3 1 
...., .. - --- _.. .... 
' ' 2/1 April 22 2.5 I - 1 3 1 2 3 . 4 ·. 3 
April 23 3.0 
· . . ( 2 -2 1 4 . 2 2 2 . 2 2 1 
~ 
TOTAL 11, 10 13 9 7 6- l.l 12 14 7 
. 
b} Shrimp released· in the m~dd.le of th.e. tank at the beginning ·,_ .. 
of the experiment. Coarse sand in all , the divisions. 
,. 
' 
DIVISIONS • 4 "' · 
·Date 
. 0 
Temp. C l. 2 3 4 5 ' 6 7 8 9 10 0 
· April 211 2.0 2 1 2 2 2 5 1 - 5 
April 25 2.0 3 2 
., 1 2 1 3 · 2 3 
., ~ - ' 
,. 
'l • ' I> • 
. ' 
· :.~1- l :;<; 
. ·~. : ' 
~· 
.• 





( . April 26 2.0 6 1 .3 1 ·2' - ·. 1 2 - 4 ~ f ' ! ·' 
' ~ April 27 2.0 · 1 1 ' 4 9 3 2. 
Abril. 28 2.0 ' 2 3 1 ' 2 3 
April :·zg 
-
2.5 3 1 4 I 3 2 ' 
April 30 z·. s 5 1 2 l 
.  
.t TO'l'AL ·20 '11 16 14 ' 10 I ' 
. • 
• I • ' 
-' ,•, ' •, • '> ' ' ~\" ' . I. I ' . . ' . . :.~, : ' .. . .. ..,....,.,.~. 
3 1 
2 2 
3 . ]. 
" 1 2 
\) 
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· Experiment 1: Particle · s~e choice 
0 
.. 
1st replication: Results· 
DIVISIONS .. ' 
' 
" 
. 1 2 • 3 4. 5 . 
Date :Temp. oc 1-2mm 0.250- . 4mm o-. 020 0.5-lmm 
o.500mm 0.063nm 
' - \. l 
SaiXl Pel:lble .Silt eoa?se . . Very 
-· 
coarse San:1 ) Sand - :; " ,. 
-.· 
' 
May 16 4 . 
-
4 X 4 6 -
May 17 ·5 - 1 · 6 j 3 . 'I. .. 0· . -
r May 18 6 -- 4 6" 2 
May 19 5.5 1 . / '4 - 2 .. 2 
. 
May 20 6 2 7 - 1 2 
-May 21 6 2 4 - ·- 1 2 









0 2 2 
. 
" May 24 · 4.5 . 1 8 - 1 5 
May.._~s· • 4 2 7 . - 1 3 
. ' 
TOTAL 11. · 60 - 24- 22 
N~r of· shrimp: 20, . . i.e •. 10 males and 10 females 
. . \ ( 
. · carapace length: .. _ 7 mm ·."-. ~ 
·Total length: ·· . . ·40-43 mm ~ 
J -
























7 . 8 9 . . 10 
3-.4mm 0.100- 2-3mm 0.002-
. 0.250mril , 0.020nm 
Coarse Fine Fini. Clay 
Granule Sand Grarule 
' 
- 5 -
- 4 .. -
-
. 4 -





- 4 ft. 





STOMACH ' FULLNESS 
0 - Empty 
1 - Small amount 
2 · - Half full 
3 .Fpll . "' 
























' \J1 i 






















Jr-. APPENDIX 3 
Experiment 1: Particu1e size choice 2nd replication: Result~ · · 
DIVISIONS ~ . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7· ' 8 9 
~.()c. .- . ~~ate 1-2mm -o. 250- 4mm 0.020 0.5-lmm 0 .·0·63- 3-4mm 0.100- 2-3mm 
. 0.500mm 0.06:brn 0 .1_00mm 0.250mm 
w 
. 
. . - . 
very Sam Petb1e Silt coarse Very Coane Fine Fine 
Coarse • Sand Fine Q'anule Sand Granute f 
Sand ·-' Sarrl 
. , 
is . 2 2 ' 4 June 8.0 ....._ 1 7 - · 1 - -
. . 
June- 16 7:0 .1 5 . - 1 ·3 · 5 -
-
4 -
June 17 7.0 1 6 - 1 ' 4 4 - 3 -
. 
June 18 i.o ·- 6 - 3 6, 3 - 2 -.. 
June 19 4.0 2 4 - 2 3 2 - I 5 -
~une 20 3.0 '1 5 - 3 3 3 - 4 -
June 21 9.0 1 -a· - 1 2 3 - 3 ' -
June '22 9.0 2 5 
-
1 2. 3 - 5 -
June_23 7.5 2 6 
-
2 1 4 - . 4 -
June 24 8.0 ,, 1 7 - 2 3 3 - 4 -
TOTAL 12 ~ . 59 . 
-
17 29 32 - 38 JL' r- -
" 
- -
-NUIIIbar ·of shrimp: 20 ie. 10 males and 10 females 
' 
STOMACH FULLNESS 
~ -carapace length : 7 llllll· 0 Empty 
Total 1-l!ngth: 40-43 mm. 1 Small ,amount 2 aalf ful l 
- 3 Full-, Tank covered · 
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APPENDIX 4 
Experiment 1: Particle size -choice - 3rd replication: Results 
DIVISIONS_ , 
. 1 2 3 • 4 5 6 7 · 8 9 
D~te - : Temp~0c l-2mm ·0~250- .f'mm 0.020 0.5-lmm 0. 063- . 3-4mm 0.100- 2-3mm 
~ O.SOOmm 0.063mm O.lOOrrnn ·o. 25<knm 
. 
• 
. Very Sarxl Pel::ble Silt CbarSe Very . Coarse... - Fine Fine 
cOarse \ Sarxi Fine Q::anule Sand Q:anule 
. SaOO Sand 
June 28 15..,0 1 
' 
4 - 2 .0 5 :3 - 4 .:.. 
June 29 10.0 2 6 - 1 4 • 3 - 3 -
June 30 13.0 1 4 - 1 3 5 - 5 -
'July· 1 10.5 1 7 .. - 2 4 . 2 - 4 -
0 • 
-· 
• Ju-ly 2 12.0 2. 6 2 2 3 - 4 -
July 3 . 14 .• 0 . - 6 - 1 2 3 - 4 -
July 4 14.5 1 5 - 3 3 . 4 - j -




1 4 ·3 - 5 -
July 6 .16.5 l 5 
-
/ 2 4 
-3 - 4 -
.. 
July 7 "12. 0 1 5 - 2 2 . 4 - .4 -
TOTAL 10 53 
-
17 33 33 - 40 -
Number of shriinp: 20 - ie. 10 males-and 10 fetaales STOMACH FULLNESS. 
• Carapace· length: 7mm 0 Empty 10 
.. 
, 1 Small amount 5 ~tal length: • 40~43 mm 2 Half full 3 
Tank covered 3 - Full 2 






















0 . .... 





. ' ' 
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'1\l;ll.>ENDIX 5 · 
. 'Experiment· 2· - Colour Choice, ·- · 1st· rep1ic.at.i~n: Results 
DIVISIONS 
---
1 3 5 ' 7 ,g 
Date Temp. 0 c White- J?.;ink- Beige- ·Brown -·Grey- · 
Grey Sandy' Sandy 
. . •' 
.. 
Oct. 20 10.0 2 5- 2 
Oct. 21 11.0 2 4 5 
-
Oct. 22 10.0 1 6 3 
Oct. 23 11.0 2 4 '4. ': 
Oct. 24 10.0 1 5 4 
' 
• 0 
Oct. 25 10.0 2 3 4 
~ Oct. 26 9.0 3 3 2 
Oct. 27 9.2 2 . 5 3 
Oct. 28 8.0 . 1 .4 4 
-Oct. 29 8.7 - 5 4 
TOTAL ' 16 44 35 
Number of s~rimp: 20, i.e. 10 d and 10 ~ 
Carapace length ·= 7-B mm 
.. 
Tot'al length : mm 
. 
Tank,not covered 




5 2 .. 




5 . 5 
' 5 ··,4 
5 - 5 
6 ) .5 
• 4 .7 
48 .' (43 
There is no s~nd in the '' divisions 2,4,6,8,and 10 
Shriml' starved. .q 
STOMACH" FULLNESS 
0 :_ Empty 
·],-' Small ·amount 
Half . full 2 
3 
4 
Full ,· (not 4·istended) 
Distended \ 
• . 
. . . I 





L ·. , .. 
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APPENDIX 6 
Experiment 2 - Colour choice 
\ -





1 . 3 5 
Temp. 0c 
. 
Date White- Pink- Beige-
Grey sandy Sandy 
Oct. ·30 10.0 2 • 5 2 
Oct. 31 :, 9.0 1 6 4 
Nov. 1 9.0 
-
9 3 
Nov. 2 8.5 1 5 2 
Nov. 3 9.0 2 3 3 
Nov. 4 8.5 2 3 3 
Nov. 5 9.0 3 4 4 
.Nov. 6 8.5 4 3 3 
Nov. 7 9 0 3 4 3 
Nov. 8 7.8 2 2 3 
-TOTAL 20 44 30 
' Number of shrimp: _20, i.e. 10 ~and 10 ~ 
~arapace tength: 7-8 mm 
· i~tai length: .40-45 mm 
~ank not covered. , 
· · ·s·a~d:- C25o-spo v> in all di~isions 
• •• /6, •• 1 .. 
. No sand in the divisions 2,3,6,8. and 10 
.... .. ~ . ~ 
N~~ P.OSitio~ of the tank - \ 
~ . STOMACH. FULLNESS 
0 :.. Empty · 
1 ·- .Small., amount 
2 - H~lf full 




















4 Distended ·" 



































•. , • l ·.'' 
.. 
.' 
' ' .· . ,; \/,~ ( .. 
' . · 1 to l'l' .. 
1! I~ ·<. 
' .. 
r -\ 
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.. : Experiment 2 - Colour Choice - 3rd replication: .Results 
DIVISIONS 
• 
1 3 5 7 
• Date Temp. 0 c White- Pink- Beige- Brown 
Grey Sandy Sandy 
Nov. 9 6.5 1 3 2 
Nov. 10 7.0 2 ·~ 5 . 4 
Nov. 11 7.0 2 5 3 
Nov. 12 7.5 2 2 4 
Nov. 13 8.0 1 I/ 3 6 
Nov. 14 6.0 2 7 4 
Nov. 15 6.0 2 3 3 
Nov. 16 5. o· '3 ' -2 3 
Nov. 17 4. 5 ' 1 6 3 
!Nov. 18' 4.0 . 2 5 (f' 3 
-
rroTAL 17 42 35 
Number of shrimp: 20, i.e. 10 d' and 10 ~ 
~arapace length ' : 7-8 mm 
. • . - ll 
._ Total length: 40-45mm 
.. ' 
Tank not covered. 
10 
Sand (250-500 · p) · i .n all di~sion~ 
No sand in th. divis}ops.4, 4, 6, 8 and 
\ 
Shrimp starved •, 
New position of the tank 1 
STOMACH FULLNESS 
0 - Empty 10 
. 1 ~Small amount 8 
~ -.Half full 2, 
3 Full ' (not distended) ' 
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Similarities and Differences of the Weight in the.di ets 
of the first feeding experiment. 
e. ., 
·a 'g + c u £-< e. u ., 
• 
·~ e. e + ;: ~ E< + + -~ ..... + · ~ :t :t u :t u ;:l U• e. a. u E-o <G + + + J:. ~ iJi t g tl; iJi ~ ~ t Ji C/l C/l til 
s s s s . s s 0 0 D D. D D D 0 D 
s s s s s D 0 0 D 0 0 D D 0 
s s s s s 0 D 0 0 D 0 D D 
s s s s 0 0 0 0 D D 0 j 
'S s s 0 D D D 0 0 D 
s s 0 D D 0 0 0 0 0 
' 
- s D 0 D D 0. 0 0 D 
' \ s D 0 D 0 0 0 0 
s s s s 0 :-40 Q.-
s s s s 0 v..,_ 
s s s D o_,. 
s s s 0 
s ~ 0 




S • Similar diets 












































Similarities and Differences of the Length in the 
diets of the first feeding experiment. 
~ r:: 
1 ~ f1 f1 ~· 'lj f< •0'4 t + •.-i + ..... / Eo< u :t ~ ::l u f1 tJ c. f1 + + + j: ci; g ci; .iJj ... . ~ t U) Ul X Iii 
s s s s D D D D 0 D D 0 D 
s s s s s s D D 0 D D D 0 
s s s s s D D D D D D D 
s s s s D D D D D 0 D 
. s s · s D D D D D 0 D 
s s D. 0 o. D D 0 0 
-
















. D 0 D D D 0 0 0. 
s s s s 0 D D 
s s s 0 0 0 
' 
.. 
s s s 0 0 
. 
' s s D D 
~ i's s 0 
s s 
I s . 
s • similar diets I 
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0 I ··; 
Mussel ~ :~ 
'l 
S+M C> ;. 
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Ill l.lae Claa1 JY Sia• Claaa ~~!.~.!~ •• 
DIETS 




II II II 
JICuaael. 1 1.717UU 
' 
1 . 4140~22 10 1.!152451 11 0.101060. u 1.4073114 If t.o5onn n 1,2U77J7 uo 
ttuaael. l 2.UU!U 11 1.US.053 
' 
2.201561& 20 O.tllU41 22 1.lUUU u 1.1020573 ll 1.4111129 Sl 
lt"+T 1.541tlU u 1.,,,,., I 3 1.!117111 .17 o.to7Ut7 1) O.U4444l 7 o. 9207221 20 1,211tOU ]7 
8tH l.05C71U l2 1 , 19SIJU l 1. 2130022 B 0.151456] 11 1 . 050000 2 0. 96UUI ll l.lOltUl ll 
ltH+C 1 t .095U22 
' 
1. 7!0000 5 •• Jtl08l 11 o.5U47U u 2.10000 4 0.19]9811 20 1.0110117 41 
..... c l 1.1170212 11 1 . 6709671 • t.IU291l 20 o.uouu 11 • • 711311 11 0,75151U ll 2,;'1101 ll 
I4M+C+-"r 1.11lUlS 16 0.9390243 5 1.1255371 11 0 . 7.07U68 10 O.tHOU 
' 
O.U17026 u lUll 40 
M.C+!' t.ounn I 0.171777 s 0,9!U6l5 ll l.OU0655 11 ·o.s5o5U7 • O,tl072U 15 o.Ullllt 21 
JltC 0,7atUll 1J 1.1030514 I 1 . 0194011 21 0,7lU42J 
' 
O.U705U s 0, 70417U 14 O. tUS5S7 ]5 
"'' 
0,722UlJ u 2.1724117 2 O.IUl421 11 o . 7112307 14 1.1UUU 11 O.U41022 2S O,tUOUl 4l 
Av•l'•9• tor t.h• t.inosss w 1.S2U02l , 1.1!04062 112 0.1210104 1lt 1.11775H 10 ·o,t3lU22 Ut 1,11709]] ltl 
"'-'•••&.1 Croup 
lquld 1 0 . -942157 11 0.1092415 10 0.1171167 24 •• ~501114 u 0.9171794 • O.IUU01 2l 0.1st6Ut 41 
lqu1d 2 1 . 20000 l2 o.noooo 5 1.1147051 17 0.2UU5t 12 o.71077U 11 0, 512422] 21 O. 7Ult27 40 
I+C o . 7119417 • J.1UU1S ' 
o.noan u 
' 
O.ltiJlU 1 O,HOliU 4. 0,$22t701 11 0,1)02702 2l 
a+C•T 0,517SUI U I 1. oooooo 2 n,&IOUU 1~ o.u•2101 •l I 1.0201lll z o. 7702t91 l 0,,5ti!IU 11 
' .. , o. nssn • u o.uuu1 1 o.untn 1!1 o.cstnz~. u · 0.7401146 !I O.SlU457 ll O.UltlU 12 
C:apUrt 1 O, ltU!II • O,U161U 1 o.IU401t ' 
O.lOtl71l 7 O.U41J7'7 l O.Ult515 !0 o.H7Uil u 






O.~IUJit u o.uuns H 
Awra9• tor the O, IOIUOl It O. UHUI u b.IIUSU tl O,IOIUU 
" 




'•tr .. ln o.sosuta 
' 




o. 4115to6 21 
C:+T O.IUIUl u o. nJ?SU l o.UU11l 15 o.aunu • o •. Jo4U11 1 o.unn 5 O.llHOU 20 
""'••• ~or the o.nuzu II o.uusu t O.SOUlll ]0 O.UtTU2 1 Q,17S15U 
' 
Q,JOJU11 11 0, HO.DH 41 
'htl'aaift G~up 
I 
lt&rve4) \ o.aunu a o . aunu 1 ' o.zunu .l . 
' IUrvod 2 0.291- 2 o.Zill6661 ~ O,l221Ql 
' 
0.112107 4 O,llOOtlS • 
r.vora9• tor ~be 
ltarvod O<~P O,UISUI 
,, 0.1USU1 • ri,U2107 . 
' 
o.uuo7 4 O.ltiiU I 








Days of Survival of Crangon septemspinosa in the diets 
of the first and the long-term feedii?-g experiments 
. ' 
-·. 
' Mussel S+M+C ·S+M S+M+T . M+T M+C+T S+M+C+T M+C 
29 69* 18 44* 77* • 71* 45 37* 
29 71 53_ 48 94 73 50 71 
86 71 . 59 • 71 97 'f7 72 72 ., 
86 71 59 80 A 79 73 72( 
92 73 -60 86 . A" 80 0 185 74 
94 74 85 95 A 82 86 7 ·8 
102 75 86 A A 89 95 79 
107 85 94 A A 90 101 91 
( 199) 94 102 A A 99 105 A ~~ 
~221) . (169.) 103* A . ~· A A A A v;; 
- (A) '_(182) A A A A A A _,: 
, (A)- (A) A _.A A A A A . ;:i 
'il ' ., 
,. 
Sg;uiq S+C S+T CaJ21in S+C+T Tetramin C+T Starved t 
85 15 18 35* 26* 30 42 35 
91 26* 23* 43 30 48 59 36 
99 36* 54 48 35* 50* 64 38 
99 67 59 50 41* '60 68 39 
100 72 67 60 69* · 67* 72 43 
101 75 85 79 71 63 72 44 
105 76 85 85 72 72 74 44 
108 80* 8_6 89 74 · 72 79'* 0 47 . 
(124) 92 95 . 95 7'1 75 85 57 : ~ 
(135) 95 A 112 86 89 86 64 
(1#·2) A A (119) 94 92 87* . 79 , 1 (196) A A (141) A 99 90 89 9 ~ 
• 
· • ,· i 
* 
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' Days of survival of Crangon.aeptemapinosa in the 
qiets of the second fe•~ing experiment .. . l. 
, 
I 
Mussel S+M+C Squid Caplin Starved · 
59 .30 • 22 23* 26 ......._ 
88 3.8 J 24* 23 30 A . 39* 31 25 30 A 48* . 31 27* 32 
A 49 33 30 36 
A~ 49 " 33 31* 36 
• 
A 58 38* 31 ~~ 43 
A 63 40 32 44 
A 65 63* · 35 45 
68 ' I 63 36 45 A 
A 75 64 36 47 
. A so 67 43 47 , 
A 81 < , • 75 45 49 
.. 
A 86* 80 58 55 
A 95 80 58 55 
A A 81 61 57 
\ .. " 
A A 82 65 57 
. 
A . ·A 94 80 . 59 
A A 94 • 86 59 . 
A A 95 
'I! 88* I 61 
I \ ,.. A· A 107 ~ 93 64 
' 
A A 112· 97 68 
. • 
--.. . A A A ~ 104 75 
' 
I 




* Shrimp ,which died due to moult failure 
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